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A year of turbulence for China – A retrospective 
in 52 graphical snapshots 

Dear Readers,  

For at least the past three decades, every single year in China has been a year of rapid change and 
fast-paced development. That everything changes as been the one reliable constant for China 
watchers for a long time. And still, the turbulences of the past twelve months have a different feel 
to it: disruptions seem more momentous, shifts more consequential.  

With COVID-19, zero-covid lockdowns and their deeply disruptive effects on the Chinese economy, 
in combination with the unprecedented power consolidation in the hands of Xi Jinping and thereby 
the confirmation of a more security-based, more ideology-driven political path forward, China has 
witnessed some tectonic shifts. Add to this the fundamental changes in the geopolitical context, 
the deterioration of not only US but also EU relations with China under the impression of the 
Ukraine war, and it becomes clear why the changes of the last twelve months are unique, even for 
China. 

Making China’s complexity easy to grasp is the mission of both Sinolytics and the China.Table 
Professional Briefing. This is why we have established the common format Sinolytics.Radar. On a 
weekly basis, it illustrates with a chart one important aspect of current developments. 
  
For the one-year anniversary of the format, we are delivering all 52 charts to you, which have 
been published throughout the last year. Some illustrations show a snapshot of a situation of the 
respective week, others display long-lasting trends. Some underline recent drastic changes, 
others emphasize continuity in certain areas. Some graphics and accompanying analysis have 
been quickly overtaken by changes, relegated to become fading snapshots of developments 
already outdated. Some, however, are timeless and illustrate the longer lines of China’s way 
forward. Therefore, we have decided to present the collection in a chronological order, to better 
give our audience the full picture. 
  
We hope you enjoy our presentation of 52 China trends – and we hope it gives you valuable 
information, context, and drive in your work. 
 
Finn Mayer-Kuckuk  
(Head of China.Table)  
 
Björn Conrad  
(CEO Sinolytics)  

  



Sinolytics – The more complicated China gets, 
the more important expertise becomes. 
Sinolytics is a European research-based consultancy entirely focused on China. We help 
our clients to successfully navigate the increasingly challenging business context in 
China by cutting through the complexities of domestic policy and market dynamics as 
well as geopolitical disruptions and future risks. Sinolytics is dedicate to its research-
focused approach and we base our advice on in-depth analysis, evidence-driven 
forecasting, expert assessment, and decades of China experience.  

Sinolytics supports international companies in China to make well-informed, fact-based 
decisions ranging from hands-on, operational issues to long-term strategic positioning. 
Sinolytics specializes where China is most challenging: at the nexus between policy and 
business. In our business consulting, we match deep knowledge on China’s economic, 
financial, industrial and technology policies and regulation with business expertise and 
market intelligence across sectors.  

The Sinolytics team of China experts located in Beijing and Berlin brings together 
perspectives from Europe and China, being close observers of the debates on both sides. 
Day-by-day, we monitor and analyze the trends in China’s policy and business 
environment in the context of profound geopolitical shifts. We use in-depth research as 
basis for practical problem-solving, providing clients with concrete solutions for their 
challenges.  

Sinolytics tailor-made services encompass a) holistic strategy-building as well as 
targeted solutions to specific strategic problems, b) close monitoring of trends in China’s 
domestic policy as well as geopolitical developments, and c) setup of effective 
management systems to improve compliance in a highly dynamic regulatory 
environment.    

Established in 2017, Sinolytics already had the privilege to help more than 75 clients to 
better understand and successfully operate in China. Among our clients are some of the 
largest European MNCs, several DAX-40 companies, as well as many renown champions 
of the “Mittelstand”  from across all corporate sectors. 

For an overview of our services visit: https://sinolytics.de, follow our LinkedIn presence 
at https://www.linkedin.com/company/sinolytics-berlin, or contact us directly at 
info@sinolytics.de.   

https://sinolytics.de/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sinolytics-berlin
mailto:info@sinolytics.de


Table.Media – For better informed decisions. 
Better information allows you to make better decisions - that is the goal of Table.Media. 
With every publication, with every analysis and with every background piece, we want to 
give you an information advantage, preferably even a competitive advantage. That is 
why our large teams of experienced and specialized journalists concentrate on clearly 
defined subject areas – in contrast to the trend of downsizing editorial teams and 
dissolving specialist areas. 

Table.Media Professional Briefings are read in the decisive places: in the German 
government and the EU Commission, in global corporations and NGOs, at universities 
and in think tanks, at associations and in embassies, in law firms and consultancies, 
always at several levels - by the decision-makers and the experts who prepare decisions. 
The best description of our audience: they are the Competence Leaders. What unites 
them is their competence in and for a subject area. 

Our product portfolio now comprises more than 10 Professional Briefings, including 
China.Table, Europe.Table, Education.Table and Climate.Table. Get an overview of what 
we have to offer. 

China.Table Professional Briefing  

The China.Table Professional Briefing is the new leading medium for German-language 
China reporting. Our editorial team reports from Beijing, Brussels and Berlin and is the 
largest independent German-language China editorial team.  

The editors have many years of experience with leading German-language media and as 
correspondents in China.  

The editorial team: Finn Mayer-Kuckuk (team lead), Nico Beckert, Marcel Grzanna, 
Gregor Koppenburg, Christiane Kühl, Felix Lee, Fabian Peltsch, Michael Radunski, Amelie 
Richter, Frank Sieren and Ning Wang. Johnny Erling writes a weekly column for us. 

 

  

https://table.media/en/#h-test-our-professional-briefings-for-free?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=koop&utm_campaign=ct_sinolytics_5cy
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Common Prosperity: 
The search for the middle way to prosperity 

“Common prosperity” has been China’s dominant political phrase in recent months. But it is more than 
a mere hollow phrase. The concept describes China’s search for a sustainable balance between 
economic growth and social justice.  

The concept of “Common Prosperity” is intended to provide answers to one of the fundamental questions 
China is facing: How will China balance growing prosperity and the massive inequality of this prosperity in 
the future. So far, the picture is as follows: 

o “Common prosperity” means reducing China’s massive inequality in income distribution while staying 
course for growing prosperity 

o China’s leadership is distancing itself from the US model of high economic growth at the expense of 
equal distribution, and thus also from its own motto that “some should get rich first”. 

o At the same time, China does not currently seem to be committed to becoming a welfare state with far-
reaching redistribution, as for example the model of Northern European economies 

o China’s instruments for achieving a balanced middle course towards prosperity: progressive taxation, 
expansion of its social security system, reduction of education costs, workers’ rights and minimum 
wage, stricter measure against monopoly formation, philanthropy 

o Potential consequences for companies operating in China: increased purchasing power of the Chinese 
middle class and growing proportion of skilled workers; increased wage costs and rising expectations of 
companies to contribute to social justice 

 
This chart was published on 14/10/2021 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en  

 

http://www.table.media/china/en
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Emissions trading: 
The new player is not yet scoring any goals 

Since Xi Jinping’s announcement that China will reach carbon neutrality by 2060, companies are trying 
to figure out, how China’s decarbonization agenda will impact their business. But so far, trading is not 
taking off. Limited scope, high volume of freely-allocated allowance, and limitation of market 
participants led to a lackluster start of China’s new carbon market, concludes consulting firm Sinolytics.  

o Fueled by Xi’s decarbonization promises and after much testing, China introduced its national ETS in 
July 2021. It put much hope into this market-based solution to steer the economy towards renewable 
energy and energy efficiency. 

o The current scope is confined to 2,200+ power plants applying a “cap and trade” principle. This covers 
43% of China’s total carbon emission, reaching a market size similar to the EU’s ETS. 

o So far, however, trading volume is modest and trading price is low: the large amount of freely-allocated 
emission allowances, unclear penalties for non-fulfillment, and lack of access for financial investors 
add up to a slow start of China’s ETS. 

o To be a real driver of decarbonization, China’s ETS needs to develop into a vibrant market. This would 
mean: decrease free allowances, expand to other carbon-intensive sectors like steel and cement, and 
open up for institutional investor participation. 

o However, Qinghua University estimates that on the current roadmap the carbon price will reach a mere 
100CNY/ton by 2030 in China (now 45 CNY/ton), lagging far behind the current price in Europe. 

o Potential impacts: Increasing carbon emission costs can sharpen the competitive edge of foreign 
companies’ that have already invested in low-carbon solutions. 

o However, the carbon price discrepancy between China and Europe may damage China’s trade with EU 
under the planned “Carbon Border Adjustment” mechanism. 

 
This chart was published on 20/10/2021 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en  

  

https://www.sinolytics.de/
http://www.table.media/china/en
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No decoupling in financial markets 

Everyone is discussing the trend of “decoupling” between China and the Western world. Indeed, 
especially in the realms of technology and data governance, increasing separation between the two 
spheres is clearly evident. However, on capital markets things seem to be moving in the opposite 
direction: cross-border portfolio investments into and out of China are growing fast, despite some 
recent setbacks.  

o Amidst all the talk about “Dual Circulation”, and “Self-sufficiency”, highlighting China’s current inward-
looking focus, China is gradually opening up its capital accounts, improving the attractiveness of its 
capital market for international investors and at the same time allowing more domestic capital to flow 
into overseas capital markets. 

o This is not necessarily a contradiction: inbound investments provide more financing options for the 
domestic economy and strengthen the “internal circulation”. Additional political motives from the 
Chinese perspective: utilizing the expertise of foreign financial players and boosting RMB 
internationalization. 

o For offshore investors, adding Chinese assets into their portfolios also carries many promises: large 
interest rate differential, low return correlations with global markets, and opportunities to share in 
China’s still high economic growth. 

o More recently, the harsh crackdowns on technology companies and the private education sector led to 
a mild reversal of capital flow in the third quarter of 2021. Unexpectedly severe government 
interventions like this have a strong chilling effect on investors, illustrating that China’s policy 
communication and transparency vis-à-vis international investors is still lacking. 

 
This chart was published on 27/10/2021 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en  

 

  

http://www.table.media/china/en
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Standards used strategically 

Setting standards in China is a highly political process. While companies play an increasingly 
important role in the definition of standards, the state retains significant control over the process. 
State influence allows for the strategic use of standards to advantage domestic firms and 
disadvantage foreign competitors.  

o Contrary to the EU and US system, the state has a dominant grip on the standardization processes in 
China. It is also aspiring to increase China’s voice in international standardization bodies, illustrating 
how politically important standardization is in Beijing’s view. 

o Standard-setting is aligned with strategic industrial policy objectives and technical standardization 
committees driving the adoption of standards are often chaired by organizations closely associated 
with the state. 

o The adoption of unique Chinese standards is tilting the playing-field towards domestic companies. 
According to a VDMA/Sinolytics survey of German machinery firms, 38.7% of companies report higher 
costs and competitive disadvantage due to the divergence of Chinese and international standards. 

o Currently, only around 1/3 of new standards each year are adopted from international standards. The 
newly published “National Standardization Development Outline” states an adoption rate of 85% by 2025, 
but implementation remains vague. 

o The “National Standardization Development Outline” also mentions the transition to a market-led 
standardization system, but simultaneously stresses the clear steering function of the state over the 
process 

 
 This chart was published on 03/11/2021 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en  

  

http://www.table.media/china/en
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IT regulation takes hold 

China’s cyber and data security regulation is expanding rapidly. Numerous new regulations and 
stricter enforcement pose increasingly difficult challenges for European companies. Depending on 
the industry sector and type of data usage, they face a wide range of regulatory requirements.  

o The Cybersecurity Law, the Data Security Law, and the Personal Information Protection Law are now in 
full effect and form the pillars of a comprehensive regulatory system for China’s cyber and data 
security. 

o For the Chinese leadership, this regulatory framework represents the basis for shaping China’s future 
digital economy, which makes it a top priority for the Chinese government. 

o European companies are now facing a whole range of new requirements, some of which are far-
reaching. In particular, strict data localization rules are emerging for anything with ties to critical areas 
such as power supply. Cross-border data flows are under increasingly strict scrutiny. 

o Another wave of industry-specific and local regulations is now imminent. However, China’s 
government also has an interest in balancing strict data controls against the continued growth of 
digital business models. Accordingly, special rules are currently emerging in China’s free trade zones to 
keep certain channels open for freer data transfer. 

 
This chart was published on 17/11/2021 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en  

 

 

http://www.table.media/china/en
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Fuel cells on the rise 

In parallel to its ambitions for establishing a globally leading electric vehicle (EV) sector, China is 
also kicking off its industrial plans for developing a competitive hydrogen sector. Especially fuel cell 
(FC) technology for commercial vehicles has great potential. The official targets imply a huge 
market that well-prepared foreign players might tap into in the next decade.  

o China has successfully established a dynamic, globally competitive electric vehicle market. Now the 
state is eager to repeat the success in fuel cell vehicles 

o The latest official New Energy Vehicle (NEV) roadmap sets the target for fuel cell vehicle stock at one 
million by 2035, a more realistic goalpost than the previous goal of 1mn by 2030 

o If achieved, the 2035 target will translate into a huge market for fuel cells, estimated to be around RMB 
22bn in 2030 and RMB 45bn in 2035 

o China’s industrial policymakers also learned their lessons from the initial promotion of electric 
vehicles: For fuel cell vehicles, they plan to adopt a more targeted subsidy scheme, rewarding real 
technological breakthroughs along the FCV value chain, rather than providing vehicle purchase 
subsidies as for EVs. 

o Foreign players who intend to tap into China’s hydrogen market potential, especially for fuel cell 
technology, need to start implementing their fuel cell strategies now  

 
This chart was published on 24/11/2021 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en  

 

  

http://www.table.media/china/en
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RCEP against China’s vulnerability 

The Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP), the largest trade agreement in the 
world, enters into force in January 2022. RCEP is part of China’s larger push to regionalize trade, 
secure supply chains in its neighborhood, and thereby reduce its vulnerability to supply disruptions 
caused by geopolitical tensions. RCEP also aims to open new markets for Chinese companies in the 
region. Establishing a level playing field and higher environment and labor standards are not RCEP’s 
top priority: in these areas it lags behind China’s existing trade agreements with developed 
economies.  

o Provisions in China’s Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) differ vastly from each other, depending on partner 
country and time of signing. 

o China’s FTAs with developed countries contain stronger rules on IPR, SOEs and competition, whereas 
China’s FTAs with developing countries include weaker rules, especially on trade restrictions.  

o Besides China, RCEP includes ASEAN, Japan, South Korea, Australia, and New Zealand, making it the 
world’s largest trade agreement, covering ca. 30% of global GDP. 

o RCEP sets more advanced standards than many Chinese FTAs with developing countries, as it includes 
significant provisions on Services, Investments, and Competition. 

o But RCEP is less comprehensive than China’s previous FTAs with developed countries: no stipulations 
on subsidies, SOEs or ESG standards (labor and environment) even though environmental provisions 
have generally become part of China’s FTA strategy. 

o Foreign companies with supply chains located in RCEP will benefit from harmonization of product 
origin rules and improved trade facilitation. 

o However, European companies are also likely to face increased competitive pressure from Chinese 
companies moving forcefully into RCEP markets.  

 
This chart was published on 01/12/2021 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en  

  

http://www.table.media/china/en
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National pride gains importance in consumerism 

Especially among the younger generation of Chinese consumers, a new consumer identity is 
emerging. Widely labeled “Guochao” (“National Tide”), it represents a growing preference for 
national brands with explicitly Chinese brand character, reflecting increasing national pride and 
confidence. In the past few years, several Chinese brands have successfully used a national 
branding strategy to increase their visibility and recognition on the Chinese market in comparison to 
their foreign competitor brands.  

o Many new Chinese brands proactively position their products as domestic premium products, some of 
them invoking imagery of Chinese history, culture and national identity. 

o Combined with sophisticated use of digital marketing and social media as well as increasing quality 
while keeping lower prices than foreign competitors, new Chinese brands hit the taste especially of 
younger Chinese consumers.  

o The success of the “National Tide” is based on rising cultural self-confidence, pride in the increasing 
quality of “Made in China”, as well as explicit promotion of national sentiments by government and 
media. This is combined with increasing disposable income and consumption capacity among China’s 
growing middle class. 

o Nationally oriented consumer behavior means increasing challenges for foreign brands to keep their 
position on the Chinese market. Localized branding will become highly important for foreign 
companies, especially in consumer goods, who want to defend their market share in China 

o However: Many of the emerging Chinese brands are still at an early stage, struggling to generate profits 
given high investments in marketing and sales. Foreign brands thus still have opportunities to find the 
right strategic responses to the “National Tide”. 

 
 This chart was published on 08/12/2021 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en  

 

  

http://www.table.media/china/en
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The compliance oracle 

China’s enterprise credit risk score (企业信用风险分类) brings government inspections of companies 
into the age of “predictive supervision”: the score assesses the future likelihood of companies to be 
non-compliant. Depending on the score result, government authorities will determine the frequency 
of inspections for each company. Recently, the new risk score went from pilot phase into country-
wide implementation. Companies throughout China can soon expect the new governance tool to 
determine the number of government visits at their plants and offices.  

o China’s new market governance tool, the enterprise credit risk score (企业信用风险分类) remained 
largely below the radar of public attention so far.   

o However, after successfully concluding the pilot implementation phase in 2019/2020, risk score 
implementation was recently expanded to country-wide scale.  

o The risk score will determine the frequency of government inspections at a company. The lower the 
result of the score, the more inspections companies should expect.  

o In contrast to many other company ratings, the risk score results are non-transparent, and they will not 
be published. The score is purely an internal tool for government authorities to focus their supervision 
efforts on those companies that are more likely to be non-compliant.  

o Obviously, companies should avoid a poor risk score. They can do so by keeping an immaculate 
Corporate Social Credit System (CSCS) compliance performance: the CSCS provides the core data used 
to calculate a company’s risk score.  

o Most international companies with a solid compliance management system will be able to manage this 
new market governance tool. However, the changing and fast-moving regulatory environment in China 
puts also the most advanced compliance systems under pressure.   

o For all companies operating in China: now is the time to check and adjust your company’s compliance 
system in China to the country’s new market governance tools.   

 
This chart was published on 15/12/2021 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en  

 

  

http://www.table.media/china/en
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China’s anti-monopoly campaign: not only targeting 
tech giants 

For many China observers, antitrust actions largely seem to be a regulatory instrument for the 
Chinese government to crack down on overly powerful tech giants like Alibaba. However, China’s 
anti-monopoly regulation overall has become much more powerful and sophisticated, reaching well 
beyond internet companies. China’s government is forcefully moving against monopolistic 
structures in many consumer-oriented sectors.  

o The recent crackdown on China’s tech giants like Alibaba and Meituan in the name of anti monopoly 
has raised doubts about the regulatory role and instrumentalization of China’s anti monopoly 
regulations. 

o On the other hand, historical data shows that China’s anti-monopoly campaigns affected many sectors, 
especially consumer-oriented companies like pharma or auto. 

o Most surprisingly, public utility is the sector most affected of all – a sector dominated by regional state-
owned enterprises. 

o Beyond policy-motivated crackdowns, China anti-monopoly enforcement is catching up to 
international standards and is also driven by genuine fair competition concerns. 

o New regulations also try to clarify legal boundaries by introducing the “Safe Harbor” concept, exempting 
monopolistic agreements among companies below a certain market share from antitrust investigation. 

o Ambiguous legal terms will however continue to provide leeway for political interventions. Similarly, it 
remains to observe how independently the newly established Anti-Monopoly Bureau will operate.  

o 2021 alerted foreign companies to take antitrust enforcement in China very seriously. In 2022, 
especially consumer product businesses should be highly cautious.  

 
This chart was published on 22/12/2021 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en  
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Authorities push cyber laws 

In recent years, China’s regulatory framework for cyber and data governance has developed rapidly. 
The Personal Information Protection (PIP) Law took effect on January 1, 2022. More regulations and 
standards will follow. The intensity of the enforcement is catching up with the rules, inspections are 
increasing. Companies need to act now to ensure compliance and mitigate risks, but also to leverage 
new opportunities for data usage and monetization.  

o China’s cyber and data governance framework is maturing. Over the last few months of 2021, China 
issued key regulations on data classification and management. The most important are the Draft 
Administrative Measures for Network Data Security. These regulations set the groundwork for more 
industry-specific data rules. 

o Businesses in China saw increasing enforcement of data regulations in 2020 and 2021. Enforcement of 
the Cybersecurity Law took off around 2020. Personal information protection (PIP) rules, on the other 
hand, were enforced even before the law came into effect. 

o Public Security Bureaus have already started to reach out to companies to check Multi-level protection 
scheme (MLPS) compliance. Companies should conduct MLPS self-assessment and find an accredited 
external auditor to grade all information networks for official filings. 

o The cost of non-compliance is high: Failing to comply with the regulations can lead to fines up to 50m 
RMB, business suspensions or loss of key operating licenses. China’s cyber laws also include criminal 
penalties, meaning the responsible personnel of a firm could be held criminally responsible for 
cybersecurity violations.  

o Companies can get prepared for these risks and opportunities: European companies should increase 
HQ-to-China coordination on cyber compliance and increase policy monitoring of the still changing 
cyber framework. Companies can also leverage China’s data pilot zones and digital technologies for 
data monetization opportunities. 

 
This chart was published on 05/01/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en   

http://www.table.media/china/en
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China between state and market economy 

Compared to other bond markets, China’s default rate is astonishingly low. This is largely caused by 
the government’s implicit promise to bail out SOEs that are in trouble, creating a typical “moral 
hazard” situation. Recent SOE defaults, however, show that China’s financial regulators are trying to 
move more strictly against this “moral hazard”. But their task is difficult: Other political goals, like 
employment and social stability, still often restrain financial regulators from allowing SOEs to fail.  

o China has maintained a low default rate in its domestic bond market, dominated by SOE issuers. Even 
despite the recent surge in defaults since 2018, the rate remains much lower than the in the EU or the 
US. 

o One important reason is that the central or local government will usually intervene and provide 
necessary support when SOEs are in financial trouble and face default risks. SOEs can rely on an 
implicit bail-out promise. 

o This led to low credit spreads in the bond market, corresponding low borrowing costs and 
unconstrained credit expansion of enterprises. To counteract this “moral hazard”, regulators in China 
are shifting towards more market-based solutions for distressed SOEs. They are willing to accept 
certain SOE defaults in exchange for fairer credit risk pricing and better investment allocation. 

o Consequently, in 2020, several SOE defaults (e.g., Huacheng group, a JV partner of BMW, and Yongmei, a 
local SOE) illustrate the determination of regulators to move away from the hidden bail-out promises. 
Further, the ratio of SOE defaults out of total defaults reached 43.6% in 2020, up from 10.1% in 2019. 

o However, other policy goals such as employment, short term economic growth and social stability 
restrain financial regulators and delay the shift towards marketized default processes. In the Yongmei 
case, the SOE in Henan Province ultimately avoided default after obtaining support from other local 
SOEs guided by the Henan government. 

o Interested foreign investors need to examine the credit spread of Chinese bonds carefully and assess 
whether the underlying governmental support is fairly priced.  

 
This chart was published on 12/01/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en   
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Decoupling is reflected in statistics 

Given the current geopolitical situation and domestic sentiments in the US as well as China, 
technological decoupling between the two powers is progressing. While hard barriers for technology 
exchange like export and investment controls capture the media headlines, research cooperation 
between the US and China has also been heavily affected by the increasingly antagonistic 
relationship. One of the results is decreasing bilateral research funding and increasing scrutiny on 
scientific exchange.  

o Over the last years, geopolitical tensions between the US and China have spilled over into innovation 
cooperation between the two countries, most notably in the high-tech sector.  

o Most visibly, the US has extensively used export and investment controls to reduce the outflow of 
advanced technology products to China. China has responded with an acceleration of its long-standing 
efforts towards technological self-sufficiency and catch-up in critical technologies. 

o These dynamics extend down to ground-level projects, where a “decoupling” of research cooperation is 
quietly happening. Data from China’s ‘Intergovernmental International S&T Cooperation’ fund, 
distributed through the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST), suggests that China is cutting 
research funding for US projects. Instead, China seems to diversify research cooperation and funding to 
smaller partner countries. China also announced to leverage BRI relationships to foster an ‘Innovation 
Community’.  

o On the US side, the Department of Justice in 2018 started the ‘China Initiative’ to criminally pursue 
researchers with undisclosed connections to the Chinese government. Chinese researchers also face 
visa issues and tighter scrutiny in the US. Universities, such as MIT, Stanford and Princeton, have cut 
their relationship with Chinese companies. 

o Ultimately, a decoupling of research cooperation will hurt the innovation power of both countries. The 
IMF calculates that a tech decoupling could lead to a drop of 4% and 3% of GDP for China and the US 
respectively until 2030. Meanwhile, third countries can potentially benefit from increased research 
cooperation with China, as it seeks to diversify away from the US. 

 
 This chart was published on 19/01/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
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Expansion plans for renewable energies 

In order to achieve carbon neutrality by 2060, China needs to adopt a rapid decarbonization strategy 
including a massive expansion of renewable energy (RE). According to projections by the 
International Energy Agency (IEA), China’s RE share of total power generation can reach 80% by 
2060, if sufficient measures are implemented. To turn this projection into reality, China’s 
government is pushing decarbonization efforts, ranging from expansion of installed RE capacity to 
promotion of corporate-level green energy purchasing.  

o A 2021 study by the IEA concludes that, if China adopts and implements sufficient decarbonization 
measures towards its carbon neutrality goal 2060, the share of RE (mainly solar PV and wind power) in 
China’s power generation can rise from ca. 25% in 2020, to 40% in 2030 and 80% in 2060. 

o One of the central policies underlying this projection is the action plan towards a carbon peak by 2030, 
announced by the State Council in 2021. The plan envisions to double the cumulative capacity of wind 
and solar power generation from 2021 to 2030. In consequence, an increased flow of state and private 
investment into expanding RE capacity in China can be expected. 

o On the other side of the equation, consumption of RE needs to be equally expanded. Accordingly, NDRC 
and NEA set up an annually updated quota system for RE consumption. For each province, the system 
defines the desired share of RE in total electricity consumption. By 2030, the quota of RE electricity 
consumption is set to reach 40% across all provinces. In provinces currently below this level, such as 
Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, etc., provincial governments are facing mounting pressure to increase the level 
of RE consumption rapidly. 

o Further pushing RE consumption, a recent guidance by the NDRC aimed at promoting green energy 
consumption by companies, explicitly encourages multinational companies to purchase green energy 
through medium- and long-term power purchasing contracts. 

o Following the trend, State Grid is currently rolling-out a streamlined green energy purchasing process 
for companies who are eager to improve their corporate carbon footprint and show themselves as 
responsible contributors to China’s decarbonization. A new green power trading system has been 
launched in September 2021.  

 
This chart was published on 26/01/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en  
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Tiger-Ausgabe: Sinolytics.Outlook auf das neue Jahr  

20th Party Congress: changes in Xi Jinping’s wake 

 The 20th party congress in fall 2022 will see some major personnel shakeups in China’s central 
political system. Xi will likely receive a third term. A generational change is underway, as about half 
of the Central Committee members have hit the age ceiling for nomination. Before this political 
transition is done, don’t expect policy surprises. But do watch out for the themes highlighted in the 
post-congress presidential speech.  

 

Xi will (likely) stay for a third term  

o The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) will meet for its 20th party congress in October or November 2022. 
The 2,300-member party congress convenes every five years and features major personnel turnover in 
the Central Committee, among which the country’s top and future leaders will be selected.  

o Xi will almost certainly receive a third term. After the removal of the presidential term limit in 2018, the 
recent adoption of the third historical resolution of the CCP in November 2021 elevated Xi’s status to a 
new height. The first and second such resolutions were adopted during the Mao and Deng eras, 
respectively.  

Substantial reshuffling and generational change underway 

o The nomination age ceiling for the Central Committee means about half of the full Committee members 
are to be replaced. For the first time, officials born in the 1960s or later will be in the majority.  

o The same age dynamics apply to the top leaders. While the 1950s generation still dominates the 25-seat 
Politburo, the age norms (retirement by age 68) means upcoming personnel change. This will affect 
prominent politicians including Liu He (69), who orchestrated the US-China trade negotiations, Yang 
Jiechi (71), foreign minister and current premier Li Keqiang (67).  
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o Many China observers see this major demographic shift as a rare moment in the political system. But 
the impact on actual policymaking should not be overestimated. The new generation will still be highly 
aligned with Xi’s vision: Even though the generations born after 1965 generally show more pro-market 
attitudes, factional ties and personal networks weigh heavy in party advancement, ensuring alignment.  

Major policies to be expected in post-congress 2023 

o Before the political transition is done, don’t expect any major policy surprises. Local governments and 
officials will also avoid big moves in the pre-congress period. A party congress is a place to review, 
evaluate and confirm existing policies, not to launch new ones.  

o But companies should watch very closely which themes get the most attention in the post-congress 
presidential speech. They will be enforced with the highest political priority and commitment in 2023 
and beyond. Common prosperity will likely be one of them. 

o Companies should assess their strategic positioning in China in light of these policies priorities to make 
well-informed choices on compliance, brand visibility, business development and beyond.  

 
This chart was published on 01/02/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
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Securing supply chains remains challenging in 2022 

Supply chain management will continue to have hard times in 2022. Given the Winter Olympics and 
Party Congress, China’s government will not veer away from its Zero-Covid strategy, risking closure 
of production sites and delivery delays. In addition, geopolitical tensions increasingly put companies 
at the crossroads between complying with US/EU laws and avoiding the ire of the Chinese 
government.  

 

The Chinese government will not back down from its zero-covid strategy 

o China’s strict Zero-Covid strategy has led to the shutdown of several ports and factories. For example, 
BYD, VW and Toyota factories in Xi’an, Tianjin, and Ningbo were closed. Due to the emergence of 
Omicron and the lack of mRNA vaccination in China, regional lockdowns and factory closures are likely 
to increase in 2022 (the potential rollout of Walvax, a Chinese mRNA vaccination, will likely not affect 
China’s Covid-strategy in 2022).  

o Given the Winter Olympics and the Party Congress, an easing of China’s Covid restrictions is not to be 
expected this year. Companies need to factor increased shipping costs and times into their supply 
chain planning caused by port congestion or closure, as well as disruptions to manufacturing of 
intermediate products in China.  

Geopolitical tensions will become increasingly important in supply chain management 

o Technological competition as a dominant structural driver of US-EU-China relations will not disappear 
anytime soon. The Biden administration continues restricting outflow of US tech to China. Already, 40% 
of German companies in China are reporting to feel damage from US-China decoupling (AHK survey).   

o Further, the EU and US look to tighten the screws around Chinese core interest issues in 2022, such as 
Xinjiang, Hong Kong and Taiwan. The EU will deliberate on a planned supply chain due diligence law in 
2022 and Germany has passed a Supply Chain Act that will enter into force in 2023.  
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o In response, China has used retaliatory trade tools and consumer boycotts to put pressure on European 
/ US companies. As Xi seeks a third term, a more assertive foreign policy to project strength for the 
domestic audience can be expected. Cases such as H&M or Intel, who faced Chinese media backlash 
over Xinjiang, are likely to be seen more often. 

o Firms thus walk a tight rope between complying with EU / US laws, while avoiding the ire of Chinese 
regulators, making it imperative to systematically include geopolitical developments into supply chain 
management.   

Especially companies reliant on critical raw materials or electronic products facing tough decisions 

o China represents around 52% of the total value of EU imports of foreign dependent products. Meaning, 
China is currently indispensable for the supply chains of most MNCs. Especially critical raw materials, 
such as ferro-alloys, silicon and rare earths, but also electronics products are heavily dependent on 
China. 

o Considering the added complexity from increasingly ubiquitous trade restrictions, companies need to 
assess whether a strong dependency on China still suits their risk calculus and whether building up 
redundancies in the supply chain to increase resilience might be worth considering.  

 
This chart was published on 01/02/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
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Business environment: easier market entry, but ‘buy local’ and 
stricter monitoring 

China will selectively improve market access to keep attracting foreign investment. But “buy local” 
preferences will continue in sectors that China’s government sees as strategic to national security. 
Once in the market, companies will be bound even tighter to strictly follow China’s market rules as 
the government rolls out more data-driven market governance tools. 

 

Into the market: Easier market entry for some 

o With “stability” as a central focus, and an economy still dependent on foreign investment and trade, 
2022 will be an important year for improving China’s business environment, as stated in the 14th Five-
Year-Plan (FYP). 

o Following the reduction of the foreign investment negative lists, a catalog of industries closed to 
foreign investment, Chinese leaders also launched a campaign to prevent local governments from 
creating market barriers and curbing competition. Sectors that have been liberalized at the national 
level will likely see improved administrative procedures and business environment in 2022.  

o In sectors which China deems strategic, incl. semiconductors, NEVs, etc., a different logic will prevail: 
the strengthened focus on self-reliance and indigenous innovation will likely shield these sectors from 
most liberalization efforts and even intensify “buy local” policies and preferential treatments for local 
companies. 

In the market: Further tightened market supervision with new ‘risk score’ 

o In parallel to relaxing market entry, China has implemented a series of regulatory enforcement tools to 
improve compliance of those already in the market. The Corporate Social Credit System (CSCS) is one of 
these tools. 

o Regulators are now adding a new function to the CSCS – a “risk score” – and plan to roll it out 
nationwide in 2022. The risk score will determine the frequency of government inspections at a 
company. The lower the score, the more inspections companies have to expect.  
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o While credit scores are mostly public and intended as a reputational check on companies, the risk score 
will not be public. It will be an internal tool for regulators to focus their supervision efforts on bad-
behaving companies. 

Comparative advantage for those companies most aligned with Chinese innovation agenda 

o The “buy local” trend in public procurement and among Chinese consumers will continue to squeeze 
the market shares of foreign businesses in China. But those that contribute to China’s strategic 
innovation goals and/or succeed in credibly branding themselves as a “Chinese firm” can more 
effectively defend their space.  

o Companies should explore and use preferential policies in China’s market reform pilots. Pilot areas will 
most likely be developed in megacities or city clusters, such as the Greater Bay Area. Some of the most 
relaxed measures on land, labor, capital and data markets will first be implemented in these 
cities/regions.  

o Tighter supervision might wipe out some dirty players in the market. But make sure your company’s 
compliance system is aware of and adapted to China’s new market governance tools.  

 
This chart was published on 01/02/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en  
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Common Prosperity: Focus on improved worker benefits and social 
welfare 

Common prosperity will guide the Chinese government’s policies towards a more equal society. 
China is expected to issue substantial policies improving workers’ benefits and providing more 
comprehensive social welfare while strengthening prosecution of illegal incomes of the wealthy. In 
2022, the negative short-term effects for businesses caused by higher labor costs might dominate, 
but a growing middle-class with high purchasing power can create a new customer base in the long 
term.  

 

Common prosperity: the Chinese government is determined to create a more equal society 

o Xi Jinping regards “common prosperity” as a path to achieve the Communists Party’s second centennial 
goal of “building a modern socialist economy” by 2049. 

o The purpose of “common prosperity” is to reduce social inequality and income gap, to grow the middle-
class population and to increase domestic consumption as a future growth driver for China’s economy, 
thereby stabilizing the Party’s long-term governance. 

o It is not a campaign designated to crack down on private capital, but to achieve a better balance 
between growth and social equity. However, the government’s interventionist approach affects private 
businesses in multiple ways, e.g., with anti-monopoly efforts or hurting education business by trying to 
reduce educational inequalities. 

Immediate policy priorities are to increase workers’ benefits and improve social welfare 

o Among the dimensions of “common prosperity”, the government will focus on achieving “fairer” market 
distribution (1st distribution) and improving redistribution through taxes and public service (2nd 
distribution). Philanthropy (3rd distribution) will be encouraged in the form of voluntary donations but 
with lesser priority. Strict regulations are expected to improve employee benefits in 2022, especially in 
the informal economy, for example, car-sharing or delivery services. In addition, the year will likely 
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bring a boost to the scope and level of social services across the country: public education, child care, 
affordable public housing, and more. 

o In 2022, strong regulations are expected to improve workers’ benefits, especially in the informal 
economy such as ride hailing or food delivery. In addition, 2022 is likely to bring a push in the scope and 
level of social welfare across the country: public education, baby care, affordable public housing and 
more. 

o Property tax pilots will likely be conducted in several cities, such as Shenzhen and Hangzhou, where 
real estate prices grew fast and local governments do not rely heavily on land sale revenues. However, 
due to the policy priority of economic stability in 2022, the pilots will proceed gradually and cautiously. 

o Recent huge penalties against famous influencer for tax evasion illustrates the government’s plan to 
tackle all sources of “illegal” incomes by the wealthy population.   

In 2022, businesses will feel the burden from higher labor costs, but positive long-term effects lie ahead 

o In the short term, foreign companies in China will face the burden of growing labor costs due to 
“common prosperity” policies. Also, companies who rely on wealthy Chinese customers may be 
indirectly affected by increased scrutiny on the rich, e.g. targeted tax inspection campaigns and 
property tax pilots. 

o However, in the long term and if China’s “common prosperity” policies prove successful, a growing 
middle-class with purchasing power and financial security will provide a new customer base for 
premium products 

 
This chart was published on 01/02/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
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Cybersecurity: Focus on a more digital economy 

Enforcement of cyber and data security regulations will further ramp up in 2022 and beyond as China 
prepares for launching its digital economy into a higher orbit. While China moves along its digital 
path, it also fortifies its regulatory framework, creating significant compliance and operational 
challenges that companies need to be keenly aware of.  

 

China has high ambitions for the development of the country’s digital economy 

o China’s State Council published the 14th Five-Year Plan for the Digital Economy in December 2021, 
expressing high expectations for a thriving digital economy to help boost the real economy. 

o Economic policy advisor Liu Shijin highlights the importance of digitization of production in a recent 
essay. He argues that the future of the digital economy lies heavily in AI, which is only possible through 
the efficient use of data. 

Cyber and data security is required to allow China’s digital economy to grow 

o Utilizing data as vital assets will be necessary for China’s digital economy to thrive and mature. This 
requires a robust data security and management framework, which China has been developing since 
2017 with the Cybersecurity Law and which has seen rapid development in the last two years. 

o Policymakers have argued that the point of important data and data categorization is to “protect the 
data that should be protected, and let other data circulate and trade fully”. Securitization and 
management of data is likely to see increased enforcement at the local level. 

o In 2022, international businesses may increasingly move into the limelight of cybersecurity 
enforcement. In a recent high-profile case, Walmart China received a warning from the Futian Public 
Security Bureau for 19 violations in their online network portal, and their failure to respond to the 
violations in reasonable time. 

o As data is the foundational “factor of production” for the digital economy, policies in 2022 and beyond 
are likely to focus on exploring how the state can marketize data, including pilots on data ownership, 
data rights, and data valuation. 
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Focus for companies in 2022 will be to reassess IT and data strategies 

o In the short term, the Chinese government will continue to launch tough regulatory moves on data and 
cybersecurity. Foreign companies in China should reassess their IT and data strategies as well as 
compliance mechanisms, especially those processing more than 1mn personal information threads or 
so-called “important data”.  

o However, in the long term, a growing digital economy may bring benefits for foreign businesses, 
especially in key technology areas. Companies should consider strategies to contribute to development 
targets, as well as begin to set up structures for strategic use of data, such as trading and monetization.  

 
This chart was published on 01/02/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
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At the expensive end of the value chain 

China is deeply integrated into and participated in the global chains of value creation. However, the 
nature of China’s integration has significantly changed over time:  China has steadily increased its 
value contribution to export to third countries while gradually reducing the reliance on foreign value-
add in immediate goods imports. This is by design: China’s top leadership has the ambition to 
maintain this trajectory, creating more global leverage through trade.  

o China’s overall participation rate in global value chain has significantly increased from 29.5% in 1990 to 
44.6% in 2018, according to Sinolytics’ calculation based on the UNCTAD Eora GVC database. 

o The detailed look at imports and exports of immediate goods tells two distinct stories: 

▪ China is consistently enhancing its value add in exports of immediate goods, which is thereafter 
exported to third countries. 

▪ In contrast, its reliance on imports of foreign immediate goods peaked around 2008 and then 
reduced gradually. 

o One explanation for the reduction of import reliance is the growing maturity of China’s industrial 
sectors: Now stretching across vertical value chains, China’s industries have steadily decreased the 
demand for imported foreign parts or raw materials. 

o This evolution also matches closely with the intentions of China’s top leadership for China’s position in 
international trade. Xi expressed prominently in 2020: “(we) shall improve the reliance of global value 
chain over China and provide strong capacity of deterrence and countermeasures towards potential 
cut-off of foreign supply” 

o This also clarifies a common misunderstanding regarding the “dual circulation” concept: The goal of 
“dual circulation” is not to shrink the size of international trade, not to reduce the level of Chinese 
integration, but to make it more favorable towards China.  

o China intends to exert more influence over the global supply chain by providing more value add in its 
export while reducing the risks of “foreign influence” over its imports.  

 
This chart was published on 02/02/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
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Ambitious plan for China’s digital policy 

The “14th Five-Year-Plan for National Informatization”, issued in December 2021 by China’s Central 
Commission for Cybersecurity and Informatization, is an ambitious blueprint for China’s digital 
policy in the coming years. From its focus on securing “core technologies” to its emphasis on 
“serving the real economy”, the plan reflects general trends in Chinese policy. As the Chinese 
government is in the midst of a major overhaul of its digital tech sector, this plan is a crucial key to 
understanding current and future developments.  

o The foundation for this plan is a tremendously ambitious increase in digital infrastructure and 
connectivity. Targets include a tenfold increase in the number of Chinese households connected to 
broadband with speeds of at least 1 gigabyte per second and an almost four-fold increase in 5G user 
adoption rate. 

o The plan puts forward a bold industrial policy strategy to improve self-sufficiency and secure supply 
chains in “core technologies” such as hardware, electronic components, 5G, or artificial intelligence. To 
encourage the development of these technologies, it aims to increase R&D investment intensity (ratio to 
operating income) in the computer, telecommunications and electronic equipment industries by 36 
percent in 2025, from 2.35 to 3.2 percent. 

o E-government and improved governance through digital technologies are also among the policy 
priorities laid out in this plan. It aims to more than double the e-social security card application rate and 
almost double the e-litigation rate, and calls for better sharing and circulation of government data. 
Towards the rest of the world, the government plans to increase its sway over global cyberspace 
governance system and norms. 

o Although the plan lays out an ambitious target for increasing online retail, the plan clearly emphasizes 
industrial applications rather than consumer Internet. While “consumers” and “retail” are both 
mentioned only three times in the document, “industrial” is mentioned 78 times and “core technologies” 
20 times.  

o The plan also insists on making digital technologies serve the “real economy”. This does not bode well 
for China’s battered consumer platforms, already hit by a heavy regulatory crackdown last year. 
Chinese leaders are seeking to rebalance the digital economy from consumer Internet, in which its 
enterprises are world leaders, towards “hard” technology and industrial sectors, in which they are 
lagging behind. 
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o Lastly, the Cyberspace Administration of China, parent of the Central Commission for Cybersecurity 
and Informatization, emerges as the powerful administration coordinating all matters related to digital 
policy, from cybersecurity to digital industrial policy. 

o Foreign companies can use this 14th Five-Year-Plan as an indicator of state priorities for years to come, 
and therefore as a pointer of what sectors in the Chinese market to focus on and invest into. 

This chart was published on 09/02/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en  
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Market for medical technology becomes more local 

While China is gradually reducing market access barriers in many sectors, it simultaneously 
increases import restrictions in areas of high strategic importance. Med-Tech is a prominent 
example: To reduce the high dependency on imports, China’s government emphasizes “import 
substitution” in the high-end med-tech market through directives such as “buy China” and 
“indigenous innovation” policies. Aligned with China’s overarching industrial strategy, digitalization 
is an essential part of innovation policy in med-tech, illustrated by the rapid development of online 
hospitals and remote diagnosis in China.  

o China’s overall localization rate of medical equipment is only about 30%, with the remaining equipment 
relying on imports. Domestic med-tech companies are mostly positioned in the low-to-medium 
market.  

o As reflected in many high-level policies including the 14th Five-Year Plan, China’s government is 
pushing for domestic technology breakthroughs in med-tech, hoping to move China’s medical device 
sector up the value chain.  

o By 2021, 29 provinces have published policies to preferentially select domestic equipment for public 
procurement. Provinces like Zhejiang and Guangdong introduced import whitelists for medical devices. 
Public hospitals within the respective province are restricted from procuring imported medical devices 
that are not included on the list. Zhejiang radically decreased the number of medical devices permitted 
for import in 2021 by 65% compared to 2019.  

o MIIT also launched the Five-Year plan for medical devices, promoting med-tech digitalization, e.g. for 
remote diagnosis and online hospitals, as a new area to innovate where China still can profit from first-
mover advantages. The plan focuses on integrated innovation of 5G, big data and 3D printing in medical 
equipment. 

o With this type of policy support, domestic med-tech players are expanding into the medium and high-
end market via partnerships or acquisitions. For instance, Mindray obtained access to the high-end 
ultrasonic market by acquiring Zonare, a leading US player, with a consideration of $100 million. # 

o MNCs importing to China in the field of med-tech face significant challenges under the evolving policy 
landscape. To secure market share in China, they need to consider localization of production, 
partnerships, and emphasis on digitalization  

This chart was published on 16/02/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
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China promotes city clusters for more regional 
integration 

City clusters are China’s new administrative units to break local barriers and promote regional 
integration. Market integration and transportation inter-connectivity will be the two major policy 
focuses for the next five years, with land and labor reform measures to be first piloted in major city 
clusters. MNCs operating in China need to review synergies across their locations in China from the 
lens of the city cluster policies. They also need to pay close attention to the policy dynamics and 
coordinated regulatory enforcement within this “expanded” administrative boundary. 

o The concept of “city cluster” first appeared in a central government document in 2006. At a time when 
China’s urbanization rate was 43%, the goal of the city clusters was to develop small and medium-sized 
cities and create new growth drivers.  

o As of today, China has approved 19 city clusters, covering 75% of China’s population and its wealthiest 
cities. But the clusters’ level of integration differs widely, especially in equalization of public services, 
coordinated policy-making and fiscal spending, according to the China Development Research 
Foundation led by the State Council. 

o In this context, the 14th Five Year Plan called for a renewed national strategy to improve regional 
integration and resource optimization in the 19 city clusters. The two key policy focuses are market 
integration and transport interconnectivity. The State Council’s measures for market-based factor 
allocation will first be piloted in major city clusters. The pilots will focus on land and labor productivity 
reforms, including measures to liberalize urban settlement restrictions within the clusters and enable 
more local autonomy in land allocation and development.   

o Interconnectivity is another challenge: China has high transit capacity, but less efficiency in 
connecting different modes of transportation. The Ministry of Transport plans to build more inter-city 
railways and improve door-to-door transport speed for major city clusters by 2025. This will drive up 
demand for investment in basic infrastructure and transport links.  

o MNCs need to review synergies across their locations in China through the lens of the city cluster 
policies. They also need to pay close attention to the policy dynamics at a new level of policy-making. 
While companies can benefit from a more integrated, productive urban market, they will also face 
strengthened, more coordinated trans-regional regulatory enforcement.  

This chart was published on 23/02/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en 
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How China wants to improve energy efficiency 

After announcing the goal of reaching the carbon peak by 2030 last year, China’s government is now 
elaborating its action plan to reach this target. Improving energy efficiency in energy-intensive 
sectors is an important part of the decarbonization roadmap in parallel with the increased use of 
renewable energy. Although the implementation process will remain ambiguous with economic 
interests taking priority at times, the energy efficiency upgrading guidance clearly signals China’s 
ambitions and provides foreign companies opportunities to establish greener supply chains in China.  

o In February 2022, the powerful National Development and Reform Committee (NDRC) led three other 
ministries in issuing a guidance document on enhancing energy efficiency until 2025 in 17 energy-
intensive sectors, including steel, flat glass and cement. 

o China’s government sets up two benchmark levels for energy efficiency in each sector. The advanced 
level is benchmarked on internationally leading levels of energy efficiency, while the bottom line is the 
minimum level that each enterprise in China is expected to meet. 

o 16 out of the 17 sectors (except oil refinery) aim to eliminate all production capacities with energy 
efficiency below the bottom line by 2025, and to have 20%-50% of capacity reaching the advanced level 
of energy efficiency. 

o It is the first time the Chinese government systematically addresses the energy efficiency issue in 
production sectors by establishing clear targets. The efforts are driven by China’s carbon peak by 2030 
target, complementing China’s parallel ambitions to achieve an energy mix dominated by renewable 
energy.     

o However, energy efficiency benchmarks in some sectors, e.g., steel production, have not been altered by 
the recent guidance and in fact remain unchanged since 2013. This illustrated the at-times slow 
progress of enhancing energy efficiency. Future implementation of the latest energy efficiency 
upgrading plan will also be interrupted occasionally by conflicting policy considerations such as short-
term economic growth and supply chain security. 

o Nevertheless, China’s upgrade in energy efficiency, reducing the carbon intensity of many intermediary 
products, provides opportunities for foreign companies to lower the carbon footprint of their supply 
chains in China.  

This chart was published on 02/03/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en  
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EU trade relations limit China’s support for Russia 

As Russia’s assault on Ukraine is intensifying and relationships between the EU and Russia 
deteriorating quickly, the world is watching closely how China is positioning itself on the issue. The 
Chinese response is shaped by China’s strategic calculus to strengthen its geopolitical alignment 
with Russia in opposition to the US, while not jeopardizing the paramount trade relations with the EU, 
which are necessary for China’s continued economic growth. Although Beijing is trying to balance 
both interests, the tacit support for Moscow China has shown so far will likely have significant costs 
in its relationship with the EU.  

o Three diverging strategic interests shape China’s response to the Ukraine crisis: 

1) pursuing geopolitical alignment with Russia while 
2) ensuring a stable international environment to continue China’s trading interests, especially with the EU 
3) upholding the principle of sovereignty 

o The incompatibility of these interests have led to a muddled response, with Beijing offering tacit support 
for Russia’s position while trying to detach and protect its trade relationship with key partner countries  

o Beijing is most likely going to soften the blow of Western sanctions against Russia through increased 
energy imports (both countries already agreed to build new pipelines), granting Russian companies more 
access to the Chinese market (e.g. an agreement for wheat), and further steps to “de-dollarize” financial 
ties explicitly with the aim to reduce the effectiveness of international sanctions 

o The strategic calculus behind this support for Moscow is not of economic nature, as trade with Russia 
only makes up 2.4% of total Chinese trade, but is instead an ideological alignment and the hope to 
strengthen a relationship that helps Beijing oppose US international hegemony. Beijing’s tacit support for 
Russia comes with a political price: Beijing’s geopolitical alignment with Russia has triggered a further 
deterioration of the EU’s perception of China as a security and political actor in Europe 

o On balance, however, Chinese official remarks such as Wang Yi’s foreign policy remarks during the Two 
Sessions also make clear, that Beijing does not want to impair trade relations with the EU given that trade 
with the EU made up 13.7% of total Chinese trade in 2021, which will very likely serve as a check to the 
amount of Beijing’s support for Russia. Some Chinese businesses, such as ICBC and other commercial 
banks have already limited their interaction with sanctioned firms, showing clear limits to China’s 
support for Russia. 

This chart was published on 09/03/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en  
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China wants to break dollar dominance 

Following the sanctioning of Russia by exclusion from SWIFT, heated discussions emerged in China 
about accelerating the build-up of an alternative international payment system based on RMB. 
Actually, China has made significant progress in ramping up its Cross-border Interbank Payment 
System (CIPS) since 2015. However, the prospects of CIPS largely depend on the pace of China’s 
capital account opening and China’s investment attractiveness for foreign institutions in the long 
run.  

o The need to build up a standalone RMB-based international payment system becomes more prominent 
for China’s financial regulators after the financial sanctioning of Russia by exclusion from SWIFT, a 
widely-used information exchange system for cross-border payment. 

o Ramping up the use of China’s Cross-border Interbank Payment System (CIPS) is highly likely to be 
even more prioritized by China’s financial policymaking going forward. 

o In the past four years, cross-border transactions via this international payment system have grown 
significantly. Especially for 2021, Sinolytics estimates show a total transaction amount of RMB 82bn, 
83% higher than the 2020 level. 

o As of February 2022, CIPS has 76 directly participating institutions and 1.212 indirectly participating 
institutions globally. However, the majority of the market participants are located in Asia and 
connected to financial institutions with Chinese background. 

o To expand its use among global financial institutions, CIPS would have to improve its international 
standard alignment and payment service scope. More importantly, the role of RMB as an international 
currency would have to be significantly enhanced, not only in international trade but also among global 
investors. 

o To achieve this, China’s government will push further reforms on capital account regulations, allowing 
freer capital flows and reducing interventions in the foreign exchange market. Further, China can only 
make CIPS successful, if it improves policy transparency and maintains the ability of its capital market 
to attract global funding into China. 

This chart was published on 16/03/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en 
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China wants to expand its pension system 

Faced with a challenging demographic trajectory and a fast-aging population, reforming China’s 
pension system is of crucial importance for China’s government. In parallel to improving the 
coverage and level of the public pension system in times of tightening fiscal budgets, China also 
aims to develop an active and sizeable private pension market. The government attempts to catalyse 
this through tax exemption and policy support to encourage financial product innovation. A 
functioning three-pillar pension mix is sought to boost consumption in the long term and also offers 
opportunities for foreign companies to participate in the “sliver-hair” economy.  

o China’s current pension system is dominated by a public pension scheme (“1st pillar”) covering nearly 1 
billion population. However, even with the current far-from-satisfactory assurance level, funding 
reserves are already facing the risks of running out by 2035, according to the estimate by Chinese 
Academy of Social Science (CASS).  

o The challenging demographic situation is increasing the pressure on the public pension system, with a 
dependency ratio estimated to increase from 2:1 now to 1:1 by 2050. 

o To avoid a growing funding gap, the Chinese government is centralizing the management of public 
pension using professional asset managers and is injecting new funding with assets from state-owned-
enterprises (SOEs).   

o Both the enterprise-supported pension schemes (“2nd pillar”) and the private pension schemes (“3rd 
pillar”) are less well-developed, compared with comparable pension plans for example in the United 
States like 401K and Individual Retirement Accounts (IRA). 

o To establish a sustainable and effective pension system, multiple government ministries have pushed 
trials for new private pension plans starting from 2018, including deferred-tax retirement accounts, 
target funds and pension finance products. The official target for the 3rd pillar reserves is set at RMB 6 
trillion by 2025, ten times the size as of end 2020. 

o Strong policy support and incentives for private pension plans are needed to achieve this ambitious 
goal, including but not limited to deferred tax treatment, broadened access to financial institutions and 
differentiated tax on interest income. 

o If China can build up a more resilient pension system as planned, this will boost consumption in the 
long term and support the growth of a “silver-hair” economy. 

This chart was published on 23/03/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en 
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More charging stations than all the others 

China’s EV charging infrastructure is already leading globally in terms of public charging station 
number and density. But given the rapid expansion of China’s EV market, China’s economic planners 
decided to further speed up the build-up of charging infrastructure to support the fast-growing stock 
of EVs and maintain China’s global edge in the EV sector. Besides establishing more charging 
stations, China also aims to push the alternative option of battery swapping, possibly creating some 
competitive advantages for domestic players.  

o China has the world’s largest market for Electric Vehicles (EV) right now, supported by a world-leading 
public EV charging network. 

o By 2021, the ratio of EV volume in stock to the number of public chargers for China is estimated at 
around 7x (reversely the average number of public chargers each EV has access to is 0.15x). This is 
nearly double the ratio of Germany at 0.08x. 

o The National Development and Reform Committee (NDRC) plans to further accelerate the build-up of 
the EV charging infrastructure, aiming to have sufficient chargers for the operations of 20mn EVs by 
2025. 

o Focus areas include more charging piles in residential communities and in city outskirts as well as fast 
charging facilities along major highways. 

o In addition, NDRC aims to push the pilots for battery swapping stations as an alternative to charging 
stations, most likely to be implemented first in specialized applications like coal mining, ports, taxis 
and public transport. 

o Domestic Chinese OEMs who adopted battery swapping models in their EVs will benefit enormously 
from the policy support for battery swapping. In contrast, foreign players have so far rarely taken this 
technology route, therefore risking to lose competitiveness in China if consumers are tilting towards 
battery swapping in the future.   

This chart was published on 30/03/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en 
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Alibaba defends cloud leadership 

China’s industrial policy as well as the COVID-19 pandemic have driven up demand for cloud 
services in China. In 2017, Beijing proposed that one million companies should “go cloud”. In 2020, 
the Chinese government spent close to 5 billion CNY on cloud services. Only local companies can 
own and operate cloud infrastructure in the country, and services provided by foreign brands are 
increasingly marginalized in light of increasing geopolitical tensions.  

o China’s public cloud market was still fairly fragmented in 2015. However, since cloud services is a 
“winner takes all” market as marginal costs fall with infrastructure gains, market consolidation 
followed: by 2021, smaller cloud companies have been unable to defend their niche. China Telecom also 
dropped out of the game against other tech giants. 

o Alibaba, Tencent, and Huawei are currently leading the market. Foreign firms have partnered with local 
companies to provide services: Microsoft works with 21Vianet to run data centers, AWS joined with 
Beijing Sinnet Technology to franchise its services.  

o The Comprehensive Agreement for Investment has previously promised to open up China’s cloud 
market for European players, but the agreement is now frozen.  

o As manufacturers and SMEs digitize, following the policy push of the 14th Five-Year Plan for 
Digitalization, strong growth in public cloud usage can be expected. Some forecasts see a market size of 
56.3bn USD by 2023. 

o However, the Chinese cloud market is still at a nascent stage of application. SMEs in China will require 
more business process digitalization in order for cloud usage to take off. 

o Challenges include security concerns and China’s cybersecurity regulatory framework, which requires 
careful selection of critical network providers for SOEs. 

o This has led to a preference for private clouds, which is a cloud dedicated solely to a single 
organization. Particularly Critical Information Infrastructure Operators (CIIOs), such as China National 
Petroleum Corporation, often favor this option. 

o Companies in China also increasingly prefer local cloud providers as geopolitical concerns and 
uncertainties shift customer choices away from foreign providers. 

This chart was published on 06/04/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en  
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China cuts EV subsidies 

The recent Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) report on settlement of NEV 
subsidies (2019-2020) for each automotive manufacturer reaffirms the trend of subsidy reductions. 
The MIIT plans to further cut the NEV subsidies by another 30% year-on-year in 2022 and fully 
terminate the subsidy scheme after 2022. Reacting to the subsidy cuts, both foreign and domestic 
automotive brands are adjusting their pricing strategy but use different approaches.  

o In March 2022, MIIT and Ministry of Finance announced the volume of subsidies settled for 2019-2020. 
In total, the number of approved NEVs eligible for subsidy reached more than 250,000 in 2019 and more 
than 590,000 in 2020. The total approved subsidy amount summed up to 8.9 billion CNY in 2019 and 10.6 
billion CNY in 2020.  

o Among OEMs who produce mainly sedans, BYD was the biggest subsidy receiver in 2019 (1,3bn CNY) 
and enjoyed the highest subsidy per vehicle. In 2020, Tesla is the biggest subsidy receiver (2,1bn CNY) 
and enjoyed the second-highest subsidy per vehicle. 

o The average subsidy per vehicle of the three selected German and Japanese JVs is 8.6k CNY in 2019 and 
7.4k CNY in 2020 respectively. Domestic entities and Tesla received higher levels of subsidies per 
vehicle than the JVs, since the JVs on average have a larger proportion of PHEV in their NEV mix than 
their domestic peers and Tesla.  

o The NEV subsidy scheme, which has lasted for 12 years, will be phased out after the end of 2022. In 2022 
the unit subsidy will be further cut by 30% from the 2021 level. According to the new technical 
requirements, the average subsidy per vehicle will be 9.1k CNY if the e-range of the NEV is between 
300 km and 400 km, and 12.6k CNY if the e-range is over 400 km.  

o EV OEMs are adopting different pricing strategies in response to the subsidy cuts: Tesla increased the 
price of Model 3 by 10k CNY and that of Model Y by 21k CNY in Jan 2022 in order to make up for the loss 
of subsidy. In contrast, some Chinese OEMs such as Xiaopeng decided to provide subsidy to customers 
themselves in order to keep the price unchanged in the short term. 

This chart was published on 13/04/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en 
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The market for hydrogen is highly contested 

China’s top economic policymaker, the NDRC, just issued a fifteen-year development plan on the 
hydrogen and fuel cell sector. It expects real commercialization of fuel cell vehicles and energy 
storage by 2030 with rapid market growth in heavy-duty applications. Some foreign companies have 
moved early into this sector, establishing their China presence through Joint Ventures (JV) and 
strategic cooperation.  

o Compared to the EU and Japan, China moved slower in promoting the role of hydrogen energy in its 
future energy mix.  

o However, this has changed: The recently released “Long term development plan of hydrogen sector in 
China 2021-2035” (NDRC, 24 Mar) sets clear guidance and high expectations for the new energy sector. 
Hydrogen energy is envisioned to become an important part of China’s future energy mix and its carbon 
neutrality solution. 

o Currently the domestic market for fuel cell vehicles is still at early development stage, with only around 
1,500 vehicles sold in 2022. 

o Nevertheless, some foreign companies like Toyota, Bosch and Ballard have seen the great market 
potential of fuel cell applications in China and decided to move early into the sector. 

o They have tapped into multiple parts of the value chain of fuel cell business, covering key materials (e.g. 
carbon paper), fuel cell components, fuel cell stacks / systems, and fuel cell vehicles. 

o With regard to market entry, most foreign companies seek partnerships with domestic players such as 
Weichai, Sinohytec and Weifu, either in the form of JVs or by reaching strategic cooperation 
agreements. The chosen Chinese companies usually have established their edge in strong production 
capacity and/or intensive sales network, facilitating their foreign partners’ China operation in the 
future. 

o For other companies who have ambitions in China’s hydrogen sector, designing an optimal market 
entry strategy and identifying appropriate partners has become even more important considering the 
already existing ecosystem established by such early-movers. 

This chart was published on 20/04/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en 
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China relies on nuclear power for energy security 

The State Council of China approved the buildup of six new nuclear power plants in April 2022. The 
pace of approval has accelerated significantly since 2019, building on the growing maturity of 
China’s domestic nuclear power technologies. China’s government is now clearly committed to a 
swift expansion of its nuclear energy capacity and regards nuclear power as an important 
contribution to achieving energy security while simultaneously reaching its decarbonization goals.   

o Nuclear power is currently accounting for a small share of total power generation in China, 5.02% in 
2021. 

o However, in contrast to the efforts of phasing out nuclear power in other countries such as Japan and 
Germany, China aims to expand its nuclear energy capacity and increase the share of nuclear power in 
its total power generation. Some expert estimates assume, that the ratio of nuclear power in China’s 
total power mix will reach 10%-15% in the future. 

o The State Council just approved the build up of six new nuclear power plants in April 2022. That 
increases the number of total nuclear power plants under construction in China right now to 24. 

o One of the major policy motivations behind China’s on-going nuclear power expansion is the 
government’s determination to enhance energy security by creating domestic energy sources, 
especially in an increasingly complex geopolitical situation. Another perspective is using nuclear 
power as an economically viable solution for achieving its decarbonization goals. 

o There had been a brief period of political hesitations after the Fukushima earthquake in 2011, causing a 
temporary slowdown of nuclear power expansion and an assessment of China’s own third-generation 
nuclear power technologies from 2015 to 2018. However, the government has now picked up the 
approval pace since 2019, with the successful operation of China’s first third-generation nuclear power 
plant based on proprietary IP. 

o Interestingly, among the six most recent projects, China has approved two nuclear power plants based 
on imported technologies from Westing House, a US nuclear power tech company. This may signal that 
the tensions between China and the US in “decoupling” of nuclear power technology and equipment is 
somewhat loosening. 

This chart was published on 27/04/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en 
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Domestic consumption still too low 

One of the most crucial goals for China’s economic policymakers is to rebalance the country’s 
economic growth model, shifting towards more growth from domestic consumption rather than from 
inefficient fixed asset investments. However, economic data of recent years shows clearly, how 
challenging this shift of growth paradigm actually is. Now, China’s prevailing “zero-covid” policy and 
business-oriented support policies may make the process of adjustment even more difficult.  

o China’s past high economic growth is supported by large-scale debt-supported investments that cannot 
be sustained indefinitely. China’s economy planners, fully aware of this weakness, have consistently 
called for a decisive shift towards a consumption-driven economic model, similar to what major 
developed economies like the US, Japan and Germany have achieved. 

o However, the economic data shows that implementing this rebalancing process is full of challenges. 
The share of private consumption to GDP in China merely rose from 35% in 2010 to 38% in 2015. 
Afterward, the ratio actually stalled at around 38% during the next few years.  

o The long-term nature of changes in consumption behavior contributes to this lagging shift of the 
consumption-to-GDP ratio. However, the current volatility of China’s policy environment also creates 
high uncertainties, causing consumers to be extremely cautious about increasing their expenditures.  

o For instance, under the current “zero-covid” policy, many citizens feel the pressure of securing jobs and 
become less optimistic about their future incomes, therefore preventing themselves from consuming 
“non-necessity” goods or services. 

o Furthermore, specific economic policy choices during this distressed period also influence consumer 
behavior: Contrary to the governments in the US or Europe, who support citizens with direct cash 
subsidies, China’s policies are focusing on relieving enterprises from economic pressures (taxes, rents, 
etc.). No systemic support towards mid-to-low income groups has been issued throughout the 
pandemic. This helps businesses recover, but also leads to divergence in consumption recovery. Luxury 
goods experienced explosive growth in 2021 while mass brand goods recorded only mild growth. 

o To achieve the planned economic rebalancing, China needs to maintain a stable policy environment to 
induce trust in consumers and take more steps to support lower-income groups. 

This chart was published on 04/05/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en 
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China’s ports suffer under lockdowns 

China doubles down on its Zero-Covid approach. President Xi Jinping says that “persistence will lead 

to victory” (坚持就是胜利). To cushion the economic impacts, the central government released new 
consumption incentives (incl. Infrastructure). Shanghai, in principle, allowed 1800 companies to 
produce in “closed loops”. But interruptions of logistics and supply chains continue to undermine a 
swift return to undisrupted production. Especially delays in the logistics chain wreak havoc on global 
supply chains.  

o The lockdowns strongly hit China’s port operations. Container throughput at Shanghai port declined by 
17% in April 2022 (yoy), cargo tonnage even fell by 31%. Also other ports, such as Guangzhou, feel the 
impact of lockdowns, with a throughput minus of 10%. 

o This causes delays in loading and discharging ships in Shanghai, but it is not yet as bad as expected. 
The average time at anchorage was at 0.8 days in early March and then increased to 3 days in second 
half of April (overall better than in previous lockdowns). Anchorage time was at 4.6 days for import 
containers. The number of vessels waiting at Chinese ports increased by 195% to 506 since February 
(27.7% of global total). 

o The Shanghai port authority took steps in late April to improve ship handling and decreased time at 
anchorage to 0.9 in early May. Shanghai port had previously assigned 25.000 employees for “closed-
loop” operations. 

o The main bottleneck is road transport from and to the port and warehousing, due to long waiting time to 
pick up freight from the port and the time needed to pass dozens of checkpoints along the route to the 
final destination. Especially entering other cities and provinces has become difficult. Road transport is, 
to a certain degree, replaced by transport via inland ports and rail, but the capacity to do so is limited. 

o South-East Asian countries are benefiting from China’s ongoing lockdowns. Vietnam’s exports rose by 
25% in April (yoy). China’s export growth plummeted from 14.7% to 3.9% in April. Nearly half of exporters 
around Qingdao port saw a decline in exports in Q1. 

o Due to the continued Zero-Covid policy, the supply chain will face ongoing disruption, as production by 
suppliers, inland logistics and trade (sea, air, rail) remain affected.  

This chart was published on 11/05/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en 
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Sanctions put off Chinese companies 

With the war in Ukraine dragging on, a crucial question remains whether China intends and would in 
fact be able to offset Russia’s economic pain from European sanctions. Several high-ranking US and 
EU officials already warned of consequences should China choose to do so. So far, there is little 
evidence that Chinese companies are completely withdrawing from Russia, but exports to Russia 
have significantly dropped as Chinese companies are trying to avoid secondary sanctions.  

o Chinese exports to Russia have declined by 26% year-on-year in April, despite China’s Ministry of 
Commerce urging companies “not to submit to external coercion and make improper external 
statements”.  

o The reduction is especially driven by companies that have a large global footprint and are fearful of 
being hit with secondary sanctions. For example, Chinese high-tech companies Lenovo and Xiaomi 
reportedly halted shipments to Russia and Huawei furloughed some staff in Russia. Geely, the 
automaker, has halted production in its Belarussian plant that exports to Russia. 

o Only very few Chinese companies have completely withdrawn from the Russian market. This is partly 
because such a move can spark anger within the Chinese market: for example, nationalist consumers 
have already punished Didi, the ride-hailing company, for an early withdrawal announcement, that the 
company since has reversed. 

o The few companies that have completely stopped their business in Russia are mostly banks, which 
would be unable to conduct international payments if they were to be cut off from SWIFT. 

o Imports other than gas and oil have also decreased in March and the big increase in gas and oil imports 
can, to a large degree, be attributed to rising prices of these commodities.  

o But Chinese SOEs (as India’s) have reportedly been in talks with Russian energy companies to increase 
shipments to China in the long-run. In April, seaborne shipments of crude oil from Russia already 
increased by 20% according to Bloomberg. China is however unlikely to offset Russia’s major losses if 
Europe actually puts an embargo on Russian oil.  

This chart was published on 28/05/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en 
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Every fifth young person unemployed 

China is facing a serious economic challenge right now. The government has to address enormous 
unemployment pressure on the working-age population, especially among young people. This 
summer alone, 10.7mn fresh college graduates will enter the job market. If the government fails to 
take effective measures to reverse the economic downturn, the youth unemployment ratio, already 
at historical heights, is expected to climb much further this year.  

o The economic data newly issued in April illustrates the huge economic challenges China is facing: The 
aggregate social consumption decreased by 11% compared to the same period last year, and the 
industrial output decreased by 2.9%, bringing it to a record low since 1995. 

o Employment data also looks very pessimistic amid the economic disruptions. In April 2022, China 
recorded an urban unemployment ratio of 6.1%, close to its historical high point. And if we look into the 
breakdown of unemployment by age group, it becomes even more alerting: The group aged 16-24 
recorded the highest unemployment rate ever in China in April, reaching 18.2%. 

o In contrast, other age groups (aged 25-59) had a relatively stable employment situation, recording a 5.3% 
unemployment rate in April 2022, which only slightly increased from previous levels. 

o With the recent unexpected jump, China’s youth unemployment ratio has surpassed the EU average 
level (13.5% in March 2022). 

o To make things worse, China will have 10.7mn new college graduates this summer, who are entering or 
planning to enter the job market this year, intensifying the overall job-seeking pressures. 

o The worsening prospects of the job market are driven by China’s consistent zero-covid policies and 
fierce regulatory crackdowns on technology/internet platform companies, which usually offer large 
numbers of job opportunities for young people. 

o If the high unemployment rate prevails, it will intensify the already high inequality in China, damaging 
social stability and ultimately affecting the government’s legitimacy in the long run. 

This chart was published on 25/05/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en  
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Banks to support China’s state budget 

China’s government has announced far-reaching plans to bolster the economy through fiscal policy 
measures. However, the government’s ability to employ an expansive fiscal policy is weakened 
significantly by reduced fiscal revenues caused by the economic downturn. Therefore, the 
government has now turned to state-owned financial institutions, asking them to contribute a higher 
percentage of their profits for fiscal use. This measure, however, can only work as a temporary 
solution, buying more time for the government to find ways to generate a more sustainable flow of 
fiscal revenues.  

o China’s ambition to achieve +5% economic growth in 2022 can only be achieved with strong support 
from fiscal budget channeled into infrastructure investments and stabilization of social welfare.  

o Generally, the Chinese government generates its fiscal revenues via four channels: 
▪ general public revenue, comprising all taxes and administrative fees, 
▪ governmental funds primarily from land sale revenues at regional levels, 
▪ business profits contributed by SOE 
▪ and, recently, special governmental debt. 

o Due to the fragile nature of the overall economy, it is currently difficult for the Ministry of Finance 
(MOF) to raise any tax rates or increase fees. Land sales revenue are also experiencing a downturn due 
to policy restrictions on the real estate sector.  

o Therefore, the Ministry of Finance has limited options to sustain its needed fiscal revenues without 
putting pressure on businesses/households or adding more debts. In this challenging situation, the 
government has turned to its historically profitable financial institutions, announcing during the “Two 
Sessions” that they are projected to contribute a total of RMB 1.65tn of profits to the fiscal cause in 2022 
(attributed in the category “Fund transfer from other sources” in the graph).  

o With the new Omicron wave and the on-going disturbance of China’s economy, the government’s fiscal 
conditions are worsening significantly. According to NBS, the government’s general public revenue is 
reduced by 4.8% YoY in April 2022 and the governmental fund reduced by 27.6% YoY. 

o Consequently, China’s expansive fiscal policies require more alternative sources of funding, including 
additional profit contributions of state-owned financial institutions and possibly the “monetization of 
fiscal deficit”, i.e. having the central bank directly purchase debt issued by local or central governments. 

This chart was published on 01/06/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en  
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New focus on coal jeopardizes climate targets 

China’s wind and solar power saw a spurious growth over the past decade. Recently, China released 
its 14th Five-year plan for Renewable Energy to determine the action path until 2025. The goals will 
make a major contribution to China’s targets of a carbon peak before 2030 and carbon neutrality 
by 2060. However, since late last year, the government relies heavily again on coal power to fire 
economic growth and ensure energy security. This renewed focus on coal can undermine China’s 
climate change endeavors going forward.  

o The 14th Five-year plan for renewable energy aims to increase the national share of renewables 
in electricity consumption to 33 percent by 2025 and 40 percent by 2030 (now at 29 percent). 

o One key pillar is the expansion of large wind and photovoltaics power bases in Xinjiang, along 
the Yellow River, the Hexi Corridor, the Northeastern Plain and Northern Hebei. 

o In addition, offshore wind projects along the Shandong peninsula, the Yangtze River Delta, 
Fujian’s coast, Eastern Guangdong and the Golf of Tonkin are to be build. 

o Currently, the renewable energy capacity accounts for 45 percent of total power capacity (2021). Most of 
it is hydropower (391 GW), followed by wind (329 GW) and photovoltaics (306 GW). Biomass 
electricity accounts for about 37 GW. 

o After the power cuts and coal shortage in 2021, China’s state leadership and energy experts now clearly 
prioritize energy security and economic growth over climate protection. Xi Jinping said during the Two 
Sessions: “Green transformation is a process, not an overnight thing”. 

o As part of that shift, the government strongly advocates the use of clean coal to secure energy 
security. Coal capacity is currently being ramped up more quickly. 

o In Q4 2021, coal output increased by 5 percent year-on-year and about 14 percent in March 2022. 

o So far, China still seems to be on a good track to further expand its renewable energy consumption 
and reach its emission targets. However, it depends on the dimension of the current medium-term coal 
use increase whether the renewables targets can in fact be met at the end. 

This chart was published on 08/06/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
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The Keqiang index as an alternative to GDP 

The Keqiang index, comprising the growth in railway freight, power consumption and bank loans, 
has been used widely as an alternative to China’s notoriously mistrusted GDP growth figure. More 
recently, many experts have argued that the index has not captured the transformation of China’s 
economy towards a more technology- and service-driven one, thereby gradually losing its 
meaningfulness. However, under the current circumstance of large-scale fiscal stimulus and the re-
emerging issue of economic data reliability, the Keqiang index might see a revival as a powerful tool 
to decipher the real dynamics of the Chinese economy.  

o The discrepancy between China’s reported GDP growth in the first quarter of 2022 and the largely 
static activities in the real economic has aroused fresh doubts over the credibility of the official 
economic data 

o Against this background, the Keqiang index, which consists of the weighted average of growth in 
railway freight, growth in power consumption and growth in mid-to-long term bank loans, is 
reemerging as a useful alternative to observe China’s real economic conditions 

o The index was established by the Economist starting in 2010, after it was reported that Li Keqiang, 
the Premier, uses the three indicators to monitor China’s economic development in parallel to official 
indicators. The Keqiang index turned out to be a good indicator for industrial production and has high 
relevance regarding global commodity price movements (source: CME group) 

o However, many experts argue that the index has not captured the transformation of China’s 
economy towards a more technology- and service-driven one, thereby gradually losing its 
meaningfulness 

o Amid the severe disruptions caused by the Covid pandemic, the Chinese government is adopting 
yet another large-scale economic stimulus program, to some extent comparable to the stimulus during 
the Financial Crisis, aiming to support infrastructure investments, reducing business burdens and 
stimulating consumer confidence 

o Under these conditions, the Keqiang index becomes again more powerful reflecting the overall 
economic growth amid investment-driven recovery while largely avoiding potential data manipulation 
issues. The Keqiang index in April and early May of 2022 shows a worrying picture of the Chinese 
economy, warning policy makers they have mounting challenges to address  

This chart was published on 15/06/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en  
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Foreign companies lose importance 

China’s self-sufficiency ambitions, changes in local consumer tastes, and increase in local 
competencies will change how the Chinese government sees the utility and the replaceability of 
foreign companies in the market.  

o As China increases its efforts to become more self-sufficient, market access for foreign companies will 
highly depend on the industries’ “utility”. 

o Utility points to the importance of the sector to China’s development ambitions in the eyes of the 
Chinese government. This means being able to bring technology and innovation to the country, 
creating jobs and investment opportunities, and crucially, contributing to the Chinese government’s 
goals. 

o However, as the Chinese market moves more towards local branding, as local competencies grow, and 
as the government demands substitution, foreign companies will decrease in utility. Foreign luxury 
clothing, for example, is not critical to China’s growth and will see a dramatic decrease in utility to the 
market  

o Some sectors that can make important contributions in terms of technology will still become more 
“replaceable” in the long term due to a number of factors. Companies in network devices and cloud 
industries, for example, are likely to be substituted by local players due to security concerns. These 
companies will become highly replaceable even if utility does not decrease for the sector. 

This chart was published on 22/06/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
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Asean countries want to remain neutral 

In addition to its security-driven strategy in the Indo-Pacific, the US finally introduced an economic 
component in form of IPEF (Indo-Pacific Economic Framework) aimed at reducing China’s economic 
dominance. However, this will be difficult to achieve given the strong dependence of IPEF members 
on China and the preference among ASEAN countries to hedge between US and China.  

o During his trip to Tokyo in May, US President Biden announced negotiations on the Indo-Pacific 
Economic Framework (IPEF), strongly focusing on supply chain divergence and reducing China’s 
economic dominance in the region. 

o This is a tall task for IPEF: China is now the biggest trading partner for almost all countries willing to 
participate in IPEF, except for the Philippines and India (see graphic).  

o Nonetheless, the willingness of several important ASEAN countries and India to participate signals the 
demand for US leadership in the region and over time IPEF might offer an attractive alternative to the 
China-centered trade framework. 

o Whether IPEF can deliver on this objective remains to be seen. While some countries have explicitly 
stressed the desire to reduce dependence on China, most countries do not actually want to choose 
between the US and China. 

o In a survey of ASEAN countries, the majority of respondents voiced the desire to hedge between the US 
and China and enhance resilience to fend off pressure from both of the two major countries (see 
graphic).  

o The complexity of regional interests is also visible in the overlap between different regional trade 
frameworks. Most IPEF members are also members of RCEP and CPTPP, and many are signatories to 
the BRI. 

This chart was published on 29/06/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
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The invisible backbone of China’s social credit 
system 

“Internet + Supervision” platform is a digital regulatory system initiated by the State Council to 
upgrade market regulation. It is the result sharing backbone of China’s Corporate Social Credit 
System and an integral part of China’s push for the build-up of a “digital government”. 

o The “Internet+Supervision” platform is the hub for data sharing and coordination between government 
authorities at all levels. It picks up on assessment results from CSCS-databases, such as the National 
Credit Information Sharing Platform, and combines it with government-external data on company 
performance. 

o On basis of this large data set, risk scores are calculated and actions by government authorities 
coordinated that determine the frequency of inspections and spot checks a company is confronted 
with. The system aims for more standardized, targeted and coordinated regulation. 

o The design and implementation of the “Internet+Supervision” platform is led by the E-Government 
Office of the General Office of the State Council. Implementation started in 2018. Today, the system is 
mostly up and running, with standardized platforms at ministerial and provincial level connected to the 
national one and being upgraded dynamically to achieve more regulatory functions. 

o The “Internet+Supervision” platforms are mostly non-transparent and invisible to the public. Only a few 
local “Internet+Supervision” systems are accessible (e.g., the one in Zhejiang province) and provide a 
glance into the coordination effort behind the scenes. Most others, including the national one, are not 
accessible at all and installed for government-internal use only. 

o The “Internet+Supervision” platform does not provide an additional burden to companies in itself. 
Instead, it illustrates how Chinese authorities employ the rich information on regulatory compliance 
assessed and collected via the Corporate Social Credit System and other sources like public complaint 
channels. 

o Coordination between Ministries seemed to be the Achilles heel of regulatory compliance and the 
Corporate Social Credit System in China, but the “Internet+Supervison” system shows the strong effort 
by China’s government to bridge this last gap of market regulation enforcement. 

This chart was published on 06/07/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
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China must choose between growth and zero-Covid 

China’s State Council, led by Premier Li Keqiang, issued large-size economic stimulus programs in 
May to absorb some of the economic damage caused by Covid-related restrictions. However, it is 
becoming increasingly clear that achieving the desired economic growth while continuing current 
Covid policies will be impossible.  

o During intensified COVID restrictions in March and April 2022, China’s economy suffered severe 
damages. In April, the industrial sector added value decreased by 2.9 percent year-on-year, compared to 
a 5.0 percent increase in March. 

o The May data shows that the industrial sector added value increased again slightly by 0.7 percent, 
reflecting gradually relaxing Covid measures in Beijing and Shanghai as well as the effects of extensive 
stimulus measures issued by the State Council. 

o China’s economic policymakers recognize the disruptions that Covid restrictions cause on both the 
supply and the demand side. They push policy measures to expedite the resumption of production and 
logistics. Simultaneously, they decrease or postpone taxes and companies’ social welfare payments to 
reduce their burdens. 

o Most importantly, many stimulus measures follow the old playbook and focus on accelerated 
investments into infrastructure projects. Policy efforts to boost consumption, especially in the auto 
sector, are more limited in comparison. 

o Whether the technocrats are applying the most effective stimulus instruments is debatable. However, 
the type of stimulus does not change the fundamental fact that potential new lockdowns under the 
current “Zero-COVID” strategy will immediately cause renewed damages to the economy, no matter 
what kind of stimulus instruments are in place. 

o Stimulus and Zero-COVID will not be effective simultaneously. To ensure stable economic growth, the 
Chinese government would have to give up its zero-Covid strategy and seek alternative solutions to 
“live with the virus”. 

This chart was published on 13/07/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
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China clarifies regulations for data transfer 

The Chinese leadership has long seen data as a strategic resource and has declared it a “factor of 
production” in 2020. This frames data protection and cross-border data transfer in an explicit 
national security light. The lack of clarity of rules has been a major concern to MNC’s globally 
integrated IT systems. The release of recently published regulations sheds some light on 
requirements for cross-border data transfer.  

o The Chinese government perceives data as closely linked to economic development and national 
security. The State Council included data as a factor of production in a 2020 policy and, in 2021, both the 
MIIT and the Cyberspace Administration of China reaffirmed that data is a “strategic resource” in their 
policies. 

o This view on data is likely to make large sections of cross-border transfer of data a matter of national 
security with direct ramifications on the globally integrated IT systems of MNCs. First steps have been 
taken in the Cybersecurity Law, the Data Security Law and the Personal Information Protection Law 
(PIPL), but implementation has remained vague. 

o Three newly published regulations answer directly to three cross-border mechanisms introduced in the 
PIPL- security assessment, 3rd-party certification, and standard contract. 

o The Security Assessment Measures specify the security procedures for companies that are CIIOs and 
that handle important data or a large volume of personal information, entering into force on 09/01, with 
a 6-month grace period. 

o TheProvisions on Standard Contracts for Cross-border PI Transfer, a draft currently seeking comments, 
introduces an approach for non-CIIOs that doesn’t require third-party reviews and therefore will likely 
be predominantly used by companies. 

o Companies need to review their current cross-border data transfer work streams and assess which 
mechanism they need to follow. Overall, however, will the tightened control over data transfers (and the 
increasing compliance cost that come with it) likely push more companies to consider storing their 
data inside the country. 

This chart was published on 20/07/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
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China’s decoupling so far only symbolic 

As bilateral tensions between the US/EU and China grow, all parties are extending their decoupling 
toolbox to increase leverage. China created the legal foundation in 2020 and 2021 introducing 
several new instruments to retaliate against US trade sanctions. While these instruments give the 
Chinese government sweeping power to retaliate against US measures, their actual implementation 
has remained slow.  

o Following the “Huawei” shock in 2019, when the Trump administration cut Huawei off from critical tech 
input (esp. semiconductors), the Chinese government decided that it needed an arsenal of defensive 
trade instruments to retaliate against US measures. 

o In quick succession, the Chinese government passed several laws to lay the foundation for a more 
active approach to economic security. The instruments are largely emulating the US legislative trade 
defense framework and further substantiate the decoupling between the “West” and China. 

o The first measure was a revised technology export list, followed by China’s first comprehensive Export 
Control Law, working with a licensing mechanism for certain goods and allowing China to officially 
impose embargoes against countries on specific goods such as rare earths. 

o In parallel, China introduced the Unreliable Entity List, which sanctions companies that endanger 
China’s national security or take discriminatory measures such as boycotts or other unilateral 
sanctions against Chinese companies. The Unreliable Entity List thus serves as a retaliatory measure 
ag•In parallel, China introduced the Unreliable Entity List, which sanctions companies that endanger 
China’s national security or take discriminatory measures such as boycotts or other unilateral 
sanctions against Chinese companies. The Unreliable Entity List thus serves as a retaliatory measure 
against the export controls imposed by the USA.ainst the export controls imposed by the USA. 

o In parallel, China introduced the Unreliable Entity List, which sanctions companies that endanger 
China’s national security or take discriminatory measures such as boycotts or other unilateral •The 
regulatory scope of the instruments is broad and vague (based on national security), giving Chinese 
authorities wide discretion to single out specific transactions. The formulation of the laws also enables 
China to use these tools coercively, for example when a company “interferes in China’s internal affairs”. 

o However, the trade instruments remain largely symbolic as China has not used these instruments very 
actively yet, mainly because China lacks leverage as it controls less advanced technologies than the US. 

This chart was published on 27/07/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
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China promotes battery swapping for EVs 

China is currently specifically promoting the development of battery swapping for electric vehicles. 
Eleven cities already started or planned trials, including preferential policies and active participation 
of domestic companies. Foreign companies need to monitor the progress in battery swapping 
closely and prepare for possible challenges.  

o China is ramping up EV charging infrastructures to support the NEV sector growth. As an alternative 
solution to charging piles, the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) is also 
encouraging trials to explore the battery swapping model. 

o Eleven cities have been approved by MIIT as trial cities for battery swapping in Nov 2021. Most of them 
have kicked off trials for taxis, ride-hailing and commercial vehicles since earlier 2022. 

o The trial plans include preferential policy support for the battery swapping model, including additional 
subsidies for the operation of BS stations compared to EV charging stations. 

o The recent acceleration of battery swapping is also driven by the enthusiasm of domestic players like 
Geely, NIO and CATL, who strive to obtain a competitive edge by leading the battery swapping 
technology and business. 

o China has only 1,582 BS stations as of June 2022 (Source: Cinda Securities). However, the country is 
estimated to reach around 2,000 BS stations by the end of this year. Furthermore, the targets announced 
by four domestic companies (as shown in the graph) will lead to a total of 24,000 BS stations by 2025, 14 
times more than the current figure. 

o Foreign companies need to monitor the progress in battery swapping closely and prepare for possible 
challenges in case the battery swapping model becomes more prominent in the Chinese market. 

This chart was published on 03/08/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
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China increases focus on environmental protection 
and occupational safety 

In past years, Chinese governmental authorities have improved the enforcement and implementation 
of laws and regulations in several areas, creating a more effective and, from the firms’ perspective, 
more challenging regulatory environment for both domestic and Foreign Invested Businesses. 
Sinolytics’ analysis of administrative penalties in six selected regulatory areas from 2017 to 2022 
(year to date) identifies production safety and environmental protection as the two areas with the 
largest and quickly growing number of administrative penalties. This also reflects the resources the 
government allocates for compliance inspection and enforcement in these two particular fields.  

o Most penalties are imposed for production safety violations. The highest number among them are 
administrative penalties based on the fire prevention law, followed by penalties for violations of the 
production safety law. China’s Ministry of Emergency Management, being in charge of production 
safety regulations, has significantly ramped up its compliance enforcement measures: Nationwide, over 
100 inspections on production safety and fire prevention have been published in 2022 alone. 

o In June 2021, the production safety law has been revised and took effect starting September 2021. A new 
production safety blacklisting mechanism under the Corporate Social Credit System (CSCS) has been 
drafted at the beginning of 2022 to further bolster the enforcement of the production safety law and 
swiftly identify companies that violate the law’s provisions. 

o Among the selected areas, environmental protection is the area with the second-largest number of 
administrative penalties. This reflects the political importance of this topic and the government’s 
efforts to curb environmental pollution from industry. 

o On environmental protection, enforcement instruments have been sharpened as well: real-time 
monitoring systems are a powerful digital tool to replace on-site inspections. The amount and accuracy 
of environmental data transferred from companies automatically to government authorities have 
become a key building block of compliance enforcement. 

o In addition, many location-specific environmental protection ratings under the CSCS have been 
expanded recently. Extra indicators including expanded requirements on environmental information 
disclosure or solid waste management have been added to the calculation of companies’ environmental 
protection ratings by local authorities 

This chart was published on 10/08/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
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Growth of foreign companies severely impaired 

Foreign enterprises in China are re-assessing their China strategy in face of both stringent covid 
policies and decoupling trends. The statistics on their business performance, as given by the 
National Bureau of Statistics, underline that they have reasons to be worried. Foreign companies in 
China have recorded low revenue growth in 2022 year-to-date compared to the same period last 
year. Further, their operating profitability decreased from the high point in 2021 

o The National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) monthly discloses the financial performance of different 
industrial companies categorized by ownership, thereby providing data on some business performance 
developments of foreign companies in China. 

o In the first half of 2022, Foreign Invested Enterprises (FIEs) recorded only a year-over-year revenue 
growth of 1.8%, compared to 11.8% by SOEs and 7.8% by domestic private enterprises. The growth data is 
also clearly falling short of that in 2021 period (14.8%). 

o Especially during April and May, the activities of FIEs are affected severely by covid lockdowns in large 
industrial cities like Shanghai, Beijing and Changchun, significantly damaging their sales growth. 

o In terms of profitability, the statistics do not look as worrisome. Overall, FIEs managed to maintain a 
profit margin in the Chinese market. FIEs achieved 7.1% operating profits to sales in the first half of 
2022, slightly lower than the level of the full-year 2021 (7.9%). However, it is higher than the level during 
the same period in 2020 (6.25%) and 2019 (6.28%) 

o Whether faltering sales growth and shrinking profitability will become the “new normal” for foreign 
enterprises in China remains to be observed over the coming months, as more data becomes available 
to deduce structural changes.  

o The (limited) data thus far appears to confirm the overarching trend: acute zero covid disruptions plus 
systemic challenges in the Chinese economy (shrinking labor population, rising debt leverage, etc.) 
combined with the pressures of ongoing geopolitical decoupling between China and the US and EU, are 
creating a highly challenging business environment for MNCs operating in China. 

This chart was published on 17/08/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
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Tax revenues slumped sharply in first half of 2022 

The Chinese government’s efforts to revive the economy are restrained by high debt levels and 
decreasing tax revenues. In the first half of 2022, the top 10 tax revenues totaled ¥9.7 trillion, 12 
percent lower than the tax revenues in the first half of 2021. Value Added Tax (VAT), vehicle 
purchase tax and taxes related to real estate show the largest decrease. This raises the question of 
how much further stimulus the government can provide to revitalize the Chinese economy weakened 
by covid disruptions.  

o The Chinese economy’s recovery process is fragile, with the latest economic data in July again showing 
signs of slowing down. 

o However, the Chinese government’s efforts to revive the economy are restrained by high debt levels and 
decreasing tax revenues. 

o In the first half of 2022, the top 10 tax revenues totaled ¥9.7 trillion, 12 percent lower than the tax 
revenues during the same period of 2021. 

o The largest decrease comes from domestic VAT, which decreased by ¥1.6 trillion during the first half of 
the year, 46 percent in year-on-year comparison. The government’s large-scale VAT refund campaign 
accounts for most of the VAT revenue decrease. This policy impact excluded, the domestic VAT 
decreased by 0.7 percent, still massively below the growth in 2021 (+11.8 percent YOY). 

o Another tax category causing significant revenue reductions are taxes related to land and real estate, 
including land VAT, real estate tax, deed tax (契税) and others. The sum of all these taxes reached ¥1.1 
trillion during the first half of 2022, 7.1 percent lower than that in H1 2021. The tax revenue decrease is 
driven by the shrinking transactions over real estate in China, due to previous regulatory crackdowns 
on the real estate sector and pessimistic expectations regarding property prices. 

o The tax revenue decreases raise the question of how much further stimulus the government can 
provide to revitalize the Chinese economy weakened by covid disruptions. 

This chart was published on 24/08/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
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Biden administration fuels trade war 

Under the Biden administration, the US has further restricted exports of US technology to China. 
European companies are also affected by tightened US licensing rules due to the extraterritorial 
application of the rules and because of the increasing pressure, the Biden administration puts on 
partner countries to coordinate export controls with the US. 

o As the US and China are fighting for technological leadership, analysts in both China and the US are 
expecting an accelerated decoupling between the two major powers. 

o The political divisions between the two countries have been on stark display ever since former 
President Trump initiated the Trade War against China. The Biden administration so far has not toned 
down the previous administration’s hawkish approach vis-à-vis China. 

o In fact, Biden expanded US export controls on Chinese companies. For example, the Biden 
administration has added several dozen Chinese companies to the US Entity List. Simultaneously, 
Biden is lobbying partner countries to tighten their export controls on China as well. Reportedly, the US 
has been lobbying the Dutch government to further restrict export of ASML’s crucial semiconductor 
machinery to SMIC.  

o Data from the US Commerce Department’s Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) also shows that the 
Biden administration has further tightened controls on tech exports. The graphic shows the percentage 
of granted and denied export licenses for controlled goods to China. In 2021, 9 percent of license 
applications have been denied by the BIS, up from 2 percent in 2018.  

o Even though the approval rate (67 percent in 2021) still seems high, most companies only apply for an 
export license if they are fairly certain to receive the approval, thus skewing the data in the direction of 
approvals, as pointed out by William Reinsch from CSIS. 

o The increase in license denials by the BIS is also visible in reduced exports of Advanced Technology 
products from the US to China. In 2020, ATP valued at around $30 billion was exported to China, down 
from almost $40 billion in 2018. 

This chart was published on 31/08/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
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Beijing continues to maintain its emissions targets 

The extreme drought that plagues China this summer causes severe pressure on its 
electricity system, especially in regions heavily relying on hydropower like Sichuan. In combination 
with the challenges of the economic slowdown, this leads to growing concerns that China might 
backpedal on its decarbonization ambitions, restart coal production and prioritize coal power 
infrastructure. However, the electricity generation data during the first half of 2022 shows China is 
still, slowly but steadily, increasing the ratio of renewable energy in its power mix.  

o The already fragile supply chains of industrial companies in China were further disturbed by 
power crunches caused by insufficient hydropower this summer. Especially in Sichuan, where 
important suppliers of semiconductor and automotive components could not deliver in time. 

o There are discussions on whether China could give up its promises of achieving the carbon peak 
by 2030 and instead ramp up its capacity for coal production and coal power generation to 
increase energy security. However, the latest data issued by the National Energy Administration (NEA) 
and China Electricity Council (CEC) does not indicate such an adjustment so far.  

o Contrarily, China continues to gradually ramp up its renewable energy (RE) generation capacity, mostly 
in wind power and PV, but also in traditional hydropower. The ratio of RE capacity as of 2022 H1 is 45.9 
percent, 1,1 percentage points higher than that at the end of 2021. 

o The ratio of RE in total electricity volume is also increasing steadily from 29.7 percent in 2021 to 31.6 
percent in the first half of 2022, mostly driven by the volume growth of hydropower (+20.3 percent yoy) 
and PV (+29.8 percent yoy) and the decrease of coal power (-4.0 percent yoy). 

o On the other hand, coal power is still the largest source of electricity generation and China is 
building up new “clean coal-based” power capacities. Furthermore, China strives to strengthen the 
resilience of its power system to manage extreme weather events in the future. But thus far this does 
not amount to a fundamental deviation from China’s decarbonization goal. 

o Consequently, decarbonization remains one of the areas where China and other countries 
can cooperate closely. And foreign companies in the Chinese market can continue to push their 
corporate decarbonization strategy via their China business. 

This chart was published on 07/09/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
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China’s labor law relies on individual initiative 

In recent months, labor rights have once more become a hot topic in China, as cries grew louder for 
better protection of workers‘ rights in the gig economy. This societal awareness of labor rights 
issues is also reflected by the number of labor disputes filed with the institutions, which first grew 
rapidly after relevant legislation was issued in 2008 and kept growing steadily ever since. 
Counterintuitively, the number of collective cases has declined, to some degree attesting to China’s 
sensitivity regarding collective action.  

o In light of an aging demographic, China is striving for a shift in its industrialization strategy. A key goal 
of China’s new strategy is an increase in labor market stability. A first step was legislation. The next 
step is enforcement. 

o Following intense debate and controversy, the Labor Contract Law, and the Labor Arbitration and 
Mediation Law were passed, and the Labor Law was amended in 2008. 

o After the 2008 legislation, labor dispute numbers soared immediately and continued to grow in the 
following. 

o Legally, China now has very high labor right standards, even higher than those of many developed 
countries (OECD Employment Protection Index: in 2012 China had a score of 3,26; Germany 2,6. China 
has not been rated since.) 

o Enforcement however is, thus far, highly dependent on workers taking action themselves and filing for 
mediation or arbitration, as opposed to the government more actively controlling employment 
practices. 

o To increase enforcement, the Chinese government has now launched legal dissemination campaigns 
that educate workers on their rights. 

o Even though individual case numbers are increasing, collective cases have decreased since 2008, 
illustrating political disapproval of widespread collective action. 

o Critics of China’s labor law system point out that legal enforcement in a highly individualized and 
politically constrained system will give preference to well-educated and wealthy workers. 

o Currently, barriers to legal aid for migrant workers are relatively high, further intensifying the trend of 
disadvantaging less educated worker groups. 

This chart was published on 14/09/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
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Economic stimulus focuses on automotive sector 

In May and August, the Chinese government launched two economic stimulus packages in 
succession to revive the economy. Apart from promoting infrastructure investment, their catalog of 
measures includes one-sided measures to promote car purchases. Other sectors are neglected.  

 

o China remains in the midst of a massive economic challenge caused by its zero covid policy, creating 
the risk of a continued, significant economic downturn. 

o To protect a certain level of “bottom-line” economic growth, the Chinese government has implemented 
two rounds of economic stimulus in May and August. 

o However, there are surprisingly few direct measures in these stimulus packages to encourage 
consumption, except in the automotive sector. 

o Extensive policy incentives have been offered to stimulate auto consumption, especially regarding 
NEVs. Major policies include the extension of NEV purchase tax exemption which accounts for 10 
percent of automotive purchasing costs, complemented by a spectrum of regional vehicle purchase 
subsidies ranging from ¥3,000 to ¥20,000 per vehicle 

o The distinction in the political treatment of the automotive sector compared to other sectors showed 
immediate results in the recent monthly economic data: automotive sales recorded +29.7 percent yoy 
growth in July 2022, while total consumption only reached +2.8 percent yoy growth 

o China’s policymakers, e.g. NDRC, argue that stimulating the automotive sector can generate ripple 
effects by pushing growth in other auto-related sectors. According to NDRC, the sectors along the 
automotive value chain account for ca. 10 percent of China’s GDP. 

o However, the effects of these automotive incentives are likely to be only short-lived without the 
foundation of solid economic growth. The automotive sector cannot be exempt from the pessimistic 
outlook of the Chinese economy in the long term. If the economic policies do not mitigate the 
overarching economic challenges, automotive consumption will eventually drop 

This chart was published on 21/09/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 

www.table.media/china/en  
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Zero Covid could cause lasting damage to consumer 
confidence 

The Chinese economy is in a uniquely difficult situation. Chinese consumer confidence dropped 
sharply in recent months in parallel to the dramatic decline in GDP growth caused primarily by Zero 
Covid policies. Even if the Zero Covid measures are relaxed in the future, the damage to the 
Chinese economy is likely to have lasting effects.  

o After many years of stability, consumer confidence in China has fallen to a historic low in the last two 
months. This dramatic degree of decrease in confidence has not been seen even when the Covid 
pandemic first hit China in early 2020 

o China’s GDP only grew at 0.4 percent in Q2, 2022. It is very likely that China’s economy will incur near 
zero growth again in Q3 based on current trajectories.  

o The August stimulus package is proving insufficient to turn the economy around. It is mostly targeted 
toward public infrastructure spending and lacks the needed support measures to revive consumption.  

o If the Chinese government does not deviate from its Zero Covid course, China could possibly even run 
into an economic recession for the first time in decades.  

o This could mark a new era: Except during the first covid lockdown, when the economy shrunk by 5 
percent in Q1 of 2020, the Chinese people have been used to a minimum of more than 5 percent growth, 
often going into the double-digits. 

o Even if Zero Covid policies are lifted or significantly relaxed in the near future, the Chinese 
government will have a very difficult task restoring consumer confidence.  

o The overall consumer confidence deterioration may in fact not be short-term. Households have a 
markedly more pessimistic view regarding the long-term prospects of the economy and, consequently, 
their individual income expectations. This cannot be easily reversed by temporary stimulus packages.  

This chart was published on 28/09/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en 
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Market leadership thanks to Beijing’s White List 

Implementing active industrial policy measures has gained increasing traction in the European Union 
in recent years, at least to some degree contemplating approaches now that China has already 
employed and perfected for the past decades. One of the focal points of the industrial policy debate 
in the EU is battery production. A good occasion for taking a look at how China has played its 
industrial policy game some years ago.  

o The EU Commission has identified batteries as one of six strategic categories with high import 
dependency. As the EU is now contemplating its own industrial policy, it is worth recalling how China 
implemented targeted restrictions on foreign players to cultivate its own domestic battery industry. 

o In 2015, MIIT introduced “Standards and Conditions for the Automotive Traction Battery Industry”, 
constituting a White List of certified EV battery suppliers to operate in the Chinese market. The main 
requirement to receive the certification was an annual output capacity of more than 8GWh in 
China. Only NEV manufacturers using certified batteries were eligible for subsidies.  

o This had put companies not included in the list at a stark disadvantage. Even though some foreign 
firms had production capacities in China, no foreign company was put on the list, effectively protecting 
domestic companies from foreign competition 

o After the White List was introduced, the market quickly consolidated and the number of battery 
companies active in China shrunk significantly. The White List was abolished only 4 years later, after 
the policy secured a clear Chinese market leader, CATL. 

o Today, CATL holds more than 50 percent of market share in China, followed by BYD (16 percent). 
Foreign players, such as LG Chem and Samsung SDI, have accelerated their investments in China again 
since the lifting of the White List. But they start from a significantly weaker market position in China 
than before the introduction of the White List. 

This chart was published on 05/10/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en 
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Beijing’s model of opening and closing 

The underlying logic and pattern of opening and closing market segments in China is one of the 
most fundamental realities foreign companies are confronted with in the Chinese market. While in 
their respective detail all markets develop differently, the overarching pattern of industrial policy 
interventions has been applied to numerous industries in the past and present. Openness to China’s 
market has long been a concern for foreign invested enterprises (FIEs). These concerns are currently 
magnified as tense political EU-China relations loom over FIEs’ China businesses. 

o To understand the logic and pattern of China’s opening and closing of markets through access barriers, 
a conceptual view of Chinese industrial policy is helpful.  

o As depicted in the conceptual graphic, for many markets Chinese industrial policy moved in three 
phases: 

o In the first phase, the domestic market is just emerging and foreign tech enterprises are often 
dominating. In this stage, China highly encourages foreign investment to attract foreign technology 
and know-how. In some markets, such as the High-Speed Railway industry, market entry was coupled 
with tech transfer requirements designed to support domestic firms. 

o In the second phase, technologically more advanced Chinese competitors are emerging. In this stage, 
Chinese industrial policy in many cases increases barriers for FIEs to enter the market or provides 
significant policy and financial support to domestic competitors to build up their market share and 
allow for industries of scale. The Battery White List, discussed in last week’s Sinolytics Radar, is an 
example of this. 

o Once Chinese companies have matured, access barriers and industrial policy support are scaled back to 
allow for competition with foreign enterprises, which by this point usually have seen a substantial 
decrease in market power, for example in the onshore wind industry. 

o Obviously, this simplified pattern of Chinese industrial policy implementation plays out very differently 
in different markets and for different technologies, but the overarching logic holds for numerous past 
and present examples.  

This chart was published on 12/10/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en  
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Zero-Covid remains a dilemma 

China’s zero-Covid policy is criticized due to its unsustainability in maintaining normal social 
activities and the damage it causes to economic growth. However, at this point, the government 
faces a real dilemma regarding whether to relax Covid restrictions. The low vaccination rate among 
the elderly population plus an insufficient level of medical treatment capacity could translate into 
disastrous death rates if dropping the current covid measures. Therefore, it is highly improbable that 
existing covid restrictions will be removed in the short term.  

o Looking back, China’s health officials are still proud of the achievements they have made in countering 
the covid pandemic, in terms of the accumulated number of infected people and deaths. However, the 
important question is how China will get through the current phase of the pandemic and what the end 
game looks like for the country. In a rare move, medical experts and officials of the National Health 
Committee (NHC) and China CDC have highlighted China’s weakness and laid out the conditions for 
possible relaxation of covid-related restrictions. 

o Necessary conditions include the buildup of treatment capacity to prevent over-crowding of hospital 
resources, new drug R&D and production, and most importantly, enhancing the ratio of the vaccinated 
population, especially among the elderly population. 

o NHC disclosed that till Oct 12, 86.3 percent of the 60y+ age group have completed full vaccination, 
slightly lower than the vaccination level for the same age group in Germany (90.0 percent). However, 
only 67.2 percent of the 60y+ age group in China have taken the booster, compared with 84.9 percent in 
Germany. 

o The low vaccination rate among the elderly would create huge challenges for China’s medical system if 
covid restrictions were relaxed now, crowding out necessary resources for other treatments and 
generating high excess death. This will become a high political debt for Xi, who used the zero-Covid 
policy as an important political asset previously. Therefore, Liang Wannian, the director of the Covid 
Pandemic Response Group, rejected rumors that the restrictions will be removed after the “Two 
Sessions” in March 2023, rather stating that the timing of relaxation will be determined on “scientific” 
grounds. 

o Sinolytics forecasts that zero-Covid will remain in the short term and cause continuous damage to 
China’s economic resilience in the coming months. 

This chart was published on 19/10/2022 in the China.Table Professional Briefing. Keep track of all trends: 
www.table.media/china/en
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